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Abstract

Since a wide range of opinions exists on axiaUy loaded friction piles in sand a further
evaluation and determination of the mecbanisms involved with pile shaft capacities bas
been undertaken. A series of model pile load tests have been canied out in a geolechnical

centrifuge to detennine the effects of continuous load reversals. Axial compression and
tension lests wen:: performed on closed end pipe piles in a medium to dense dry silica
sand. Both the end. bearing and the total pile capacity wen:: simultaneously measured to
enable direct calculation of the shaft capacity. Pile loads and displacements wen::

measured. as was the pile's inclinarion off vc:rtical. With this information and the soil
properties obtained within the laboratory, baclt calculations were perfonned using various

methods to

~caUy

determine the pi.le shaft capacities. The theoretical values wen:

then compared with the pile model data at prototype scale. lbis comparison has revealed

the lack of reliability of design procedures of full displacement-type friction piles in sand
and bas yielded recommendations

roc-

the further experimenlai testing of pile models,

which may ultimately lead to rec:ommeodations to existing design guidelines.

The study demonstrated that pile shaft capacities in DOn-cobcsive soils can be both
underestimated and dangerously

ov~

by following CODventional analytical

design procedures. Pile inclination was dctennined to have a greal affect on shaft
capacity. Furthermore, the mobilization of pile end bearing was observed to have a
distinct influence on compressive shaft resistances. Test results revealed a significant

Rduction in Icnsilc shaft resistancc after the firs! fcw load cycles and a continued
reductioo with an increasing number of load reversals. Conversely, an inCTease in the
toW pile compressive resistIDCC after seven.I cycles was observed and Ihougbt 10 be due
to granular crushing and malerial densification at the zone of eod bearing. Similar to the

end bearing

~nse,

the compressive shaft: resistaDce initially reduced with load

reversals but a tIeDd reversal did become apparent. A3 the end bearing began to iDcrease
with continuous load cycling, so did the

comp~ive shaft.

resistance. Focussing

OD

an

individual load cycle, the observed lensilc shaft resistances were approximatcly equal to
the compressive resistances before the cod bearing was mobilized. Beyood this point the
compressive shaft resistances increa.suI to values on to 3 times that of the correspooding
tensile capacities. The increase in compressive shaft resistance was observed to be
proportional to the simultaneous increase in end bearing capacity.

It is believed that a ~ bulb is generated at the pile base that in

nun increases the

lateral confining stresses aJoog the lower portion of the pilc shaft. The study has shown
that as 50011 as the end bearing is activated, the fonnation of a pressure bulb can dominate
!be frictional behaviour ofn::lativcly sbort piles.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

1.1

Background

Piles are foundations intended to IJ'aDmlit loads through an upper I~l of weaker soil to

more suitable soil or rock. at a greater depth that can accommodate the load. Piles resist
axial loads through pile sbaft friction and/or end bearing. while some loading conditions

may require these deep foundation types to resist uplift forces.

Since a wide nmge of opinions exist on the design of pile foundations in cobesionless
soil, further evaluation of all aspectS of pile design are constantly being reviewed and
~

The theoretical aDd teehoological progress of pile capacity analysis has led to

conflicting view points aDd w:ry wide discrepancies with respect to design procedures.

The refuring

Slate

of pile design has led to • lack: of standardization between

DOt

only

design procedures but also with sampling and test procedures giving the soil properties

that govern the foundation design.

For a pile in • DOocohesive soil body the compressive resistaeee is considered 10 be equal

to the sum of the base resistance and shaft resistance. The base resist.aoee is the product
of the base area and the ultimate compressive resistance of the soil beneath the pile tip.

The shaft resistance is considered to be the product of the pile sbatt. COQtact area and the
avenge ultimate sbear resistance per unit area of the soil.pile interface. Some
controversy exists in detenniniog the ultimate soil resistances, both for end bearing and
for side sbear (ARGEMA. 1992). Although, it is gcnenl1Iy believed that as a pile is
loaded (Craig, 1997). initially the upper shaft of the pile carries the applied load and as
the load is increased so does: the depth of the mobilized skin friction, which is followed
by activation of end bearing resistaDCe. At r.ilure it is also believed that the proportion of
the load being carried by the pile sbaft may ~uce slightly due to plastic flow of the soil
around the pile tip (Kraft. 1991; De Nicola aod Randolph, 1993; Craig. 1997).
Conversely. some researchers have reponed a pressure or stress bulb gener.Ued at the pile
toe. that once the end bearing is mobilized, curls upward arolJOO the pile shaft: and is
hypothesized to iDcrease the lateral stresses acting along the pile shaft (Ke2:di. 1964).

The lensile resistance of piles in noocobesive soil is generally Ihougbt and observed 10 be
less th:m the shaft resistance in the compressive direction. It is believed that the

diffemx:e between tbe two values is due in pan to the fact that a downward movement of
the pile increases the confinement pressure wbereas an upward movement decreases it
(Terzaghi and Peck, 1967). The relation of the principal stress BJtis can also contribute to

this pbeoomena (Symes tt aL 1984). As DOted earlier. interaction of the pile end bearing
and the generation of a stress bulb is also believed to influence the compn:ssive pile shaft
resistance. It is hypothesized that as the pile end bearing is mobilized a pressure bulb is

generated which incre:ases the lateral confining SIreSSCS acting along the pile shaft.. The

abscn<:e of • pressure bulb during upward displaccmc:nts (tensioo) would therefore
decrease the Ialeral saesses acting aloog the pile shaft aDd explain why tensile shaft

resistaDCCS are observed to be consistently less than the associated compressive shaft
resistaDce.

In a cohesionJess soil. the shaft resistance of piles is known to degrade with time. either
during ODe-way C)'Clic loading or load reversals (poulos and Davis, 1980; Poulos and
Chan, 1986). Many parameters are mowo to influence the magnitude and relle of shaft

capacity

~on. The

degree of influence and intcractioo of the relevant panmeters is

difficult to quantify aDd is an area of continued researcb.

1.2

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to investigate the mechanisms involved with pile shaft
resistance in a cohesionless soil and the effect of continuous load reversals. The test data
from both full-scale field tests aod 19 laboratory model tests have yielded insight into pile

shaft fiictiooal behaviour. even though both methods have limitations. Full·scale field
tests of instrumented piles are very costly aod due to the time involved with insrallation
and loading a comprebcnsive test program can DOt always be implemented. Furthermore,

continuous profiles of interaction between cod bearing and shaft capacities are difficult if
not impossible to obtain. The laboratory tests of pile models within an open testpit at Ig
have scaling limitations and tests can only be performed at relatively low stress levels. By
using a geotechnical centrifuge to model aDd tcst pipe piles in sand, additional insight

into axial pile response at high stress levels bas been obtained. The scalin& laws
associated with a cenrrifuge, as dcscn"bed in Chapter 3, permit a pile model of a
convenient size (/INJ to simulate the full-scale prototype pile within the field. The
cenrrifuge pile model can be tested at high stress levels representative of the full-scale
prototype tests over several load revena.ls within a short time frame. Pile end bearing and

shaft resistances can be recorded continuously with both time and displacement,
sometbiDg difficult to obtain in the field.

The objectives of this study were to analyze the axial caplIiCity of piles in compression
and lenSion and to evalua1e the degr7dation of pile shaft resistance with iDcreasing kJad
reversals. Steps and tasks undertaken to achieve the goal of the study wen::
(I)

develop a pile model with instrumeDlation and loading mechanism for cenrrifuge

(2)

detemline the effects of load reversals on shaftcapKities,

lesting,

(3)

observe the influence of cod bearing on shaft resistaDce,

(4)

assess Ibc effects ofparticle crushing and orientation on pile shaft capacity, and

(5)

compile conclusiOQS and recommendations regarding the effects of axial load
revcnals on stress conditions alODg the sand..stee:1 interface of a close ended sbolt
pipe pile iD sand.

The study bas given insight iDto the behaviour of pile shaft resistance during load
reversals aod the effects of pile end bearing on compressive shaft resistance. The

centrifuge test data complements the data from other investigations and possibly will aid

in the further refinement of theoretical design pnx.edwes of friction piles in sand.

1.3

Thesis Outllae

The thesis is organized into eight <:bapten: that logically follow the sequence of the work
perfonncd. Chapter 2 covers the Literature review of analytical design procedures of piles

in a cohesionlcss soil and of investigations of the soil behaviour at the soil-pile interface.
The cemrifuge scali.ng laws aDd modelling Limitations arc outlined in Chapter 3. Chapter
4 describes the test facilities and the laboratory equipment used in the study.
Furthermore, the design of the pile model. instrumentation and hydrauli<: actuator

aR

presented. Chapter S dcsmbes the experimental procedures for the various tests
perfonncd. Chapter 6 <:ontains the centrifuge model lest results. Chapter 1

c~

and

analyzes the test data with commonly accepted analytical design cakulatiollS. Parti<:Ular

observations with rl:SpCCt to pile shaft performaac;:e during load revcrsals are evalualC:d.
Chapter 8 concludes the written analysis with a brief summary of the observations and
theories developed followed by fCQ)m.mendations to both friction pile design in sand and
further development oftbe analysis of pile shaft capacities with a geotechnical centrifuge.
Chapter 8 is followed by a list of refcreoces, which CODCludes the thesis. In place of an

appendix. a supplemenwy oompact disc: (eo-ROM) may be obWDed, which contains all
the centrifuge model tests in an indexed graphical format (Hanke, 2(01).

CHAPTERZ

Uterature Review

U

Analytleal Design Procedu....

2.1.1

C~Pik;"StuuI

When a single cylindrical pile is driven. or jacked as in the case of the cenaifuge model,

the axial resistaoec is due to both the end bearing and the skin friction. The total
resistaoc:e (CM may be cxpn:sscd as

Q.,-Q, +Q,-flA, +l1tRf,Dr-fy4, + C/JJ/
Where qp ::: soil bearing resistance at the pile base, AI'

circumference./.

-= average shaft friction

(1.1)

= pile end bearing ami., C = pile

per unit area, and DIs depth of pile. Failure of

the soil beneath the pile tOe can DOt occur without some of the bearing soil displacing
upwards aDd outwards as shown in Figure 2.1. If the soil within the depth Dr is more

compress1o!c than the material bcocath the base the pile displacement would cause very
little shear stresses within the depth

D,.

~fore

the material abovlC the pile tip would

only have an influence similar to a surcharge of intensity rDl and the bearing capacity
factOr N. may be utilized (Terzagbi

n

aL I9%). Conversely, if the soil body were

bomogeneous at and above the pile base. the shear stresSeS would set up at depths less
than D,_ Since shear stresses are usually related to soil friction angle ; ' and existing

Figure 2.1

Schematic of an axially loaded cylindrical pile (after Terzaghi et af. 1996).

nonnal stresses, the bearing capacity factor N, would then become a function of both ;'
and the ratio of D/1R (Terzaghi et af. 1996). A modified factor N,· that considers the

above mentioned shear pattern was developed by Berezantzev and presented by
Tomlinson (1995).

For a vertical pile the pile skin friction (Is) is usually considered to be the product of the
effective horizontal stress (0"'.) and the tangent oflhe sand·pile interface friction angle (6)
as given in the following equation (Johannessen and Bjerrum, 1965; Bozozuk, 1972).

(1.2)
Where K '" ratio of effective laten.I to effective vertical suess and

cr. :: lhe effective

vertical stress at depth z. Some design formuJations coDSider K as the at-rest lateral. earth

pressure coefficient

(~).

where JG, is equal to J-s;n.;'. for low displacement piles.

Conversely, up to the IS'" edition of API

R.P2A. the

American Petroleum lnstiaJte

recommended earth pressun: coefficients of 0.5 aDd 0.7 for tension and compression
respectively and after 1984 recommeDded a coefficient of 0.8 for both tensile and
compressive f, computations for low displacement piles. For higher displacement type:
piles K is oonnally taken as twice the value of K., (Canadian Foundation Engineering
Manual, 3ni edition) whereas the FoWJdation and Earth Sttueture Design Manual 7.2
(1982) and Craig (1997) rqx>rt values of I and 2 for loose and dense sand. respectively.

The maximum earth pressure coefficiem that may be applied is bounded by the lWlkine
passive earth pressure coefficient (X,). TheoreticallY. the minimum value would be equaJ.
to the Rankine active earth

pressure coefficient <Ke). On the other baod., Alawneh (1999)

reported cascs where the average earth pressure coefficient reached a value as low as

0.23. which was below the active Rankine state. For very long piles in loose sand
AJawneh recommends a minimum K value of 0.23. Combining Equations (2.1) aDd (2.2)

yields Equation (2.3) that may be used to estimate the total pile raistaDce as the sum of

the end bearing and shaft resistances.
(2.3)

Where 0"""

= effective

vertical stress at the pile toe. Tbe tensile pile resistance is

generally coosidcred to be less than the compressive shaft resistance. Some design

procedures suggest that the lensile shaft resistance be computed as • MO of the
comJmSSive shaft resistance descn'bed above. Tcrzaghi et al. (l996) recommended a
tensile 10 compressive ratio ofO.S wbemLs Jardine et Q./. (1998) n:c:ommeod a ratio of 0.8
to be applied to • portion of the shaft stRss, which means that the aetuaI tensile to

c:ompru;sive ratio is coosiden:d to be gJQ1er than 0.8. The 14l1io edition of APl RP2A
suggested lbe censile shaft resistance

was about 70% of the compressive value by

applying separale earth pressure c:oefficienlS (foolan et aJ. 1990). The difference between

lbe two values of sbaft friction is due in pan 10 the fact that a downward movement ofme
pile can cause a volw:nettic dilation of tbe sand at the pile interface wbile an upward
movement can cause cootraetive strains lbeteby rMucing the horizontal sttesses acting
along the length of the pile sbaft. Conversely, Ireland (l957) and olbers have

n:c:ommended that the lenSile shaft resistance may be considen:d equal to the sbaft.
resistance in the com~ve scate. This

was added to the 15110 edition of APr RP2A that

recognizes the equivaleoce of sbaft. resistance between tensile and compressive loading of
opal ended

pipe piles (Kraft, 1990).

The rotation of the principal stRss axis may also explain the lower shaft resistances
observed with tensile loading. Laboratory soils tests have shown lbat shear stress
rcvcrsaIs result in a reorientation of the priDcipaI

~

(Symes et ai. 1984; De Nicola

and Randolph, 1993; Eigenbrod, 1998). The sand·pile interface friction angles for both

tensile and compressive loading may be estimated with a modified direct shear test.
Eigenbrod (1998) reponed that the interface friction angle (5) may be as much as 11°

grcllter in the compressive loading direction than in the seeoDdary or tensile direction.
However, tensile: pile: capacities were sometimes higher than compressive shaft
capecitics. depending on soil type. This pbc:nomenon possibly e:xplains lbe observed
differmces between tensile and compressive pile shaft resistances. Ten.aghi er al. (1996)
point out that the sand-pile inlerface friction angle is unlikely to be equal to the interl'ace
friction angle determined with a modified direct shear test due to !be rearrangement and
crushing oflbe saod grains aloog lbe pile shaft that rault from the driving process.

Researchers have hypothesized that !he Poisson's e:ffCi:l in the pile shaft may be a
conaibuting factor to tbe difference in tensile and compressive shaft

~istaDCC.

De

Nicola and Randolph (1993) suggest thai: wbea estimating shaft capacities the ratio of
expansion and contraction of the pile during CODl.pttsSion or tcnsiOD must be considered.
because the radial effective stress field in the soil SUIIOundiDg the pile shaft is affected. It
is proposed that tbc: ratio of tensile to compressive shaft capacity should be analyzed as a
function oftbc pile's sleodcmess and st:iffucss ratios.

Many rescan:bcrs SUggesl that a pressure bulb at the pile toe is generated with the
mobilization of pile cod bearing. The mobilization of end bearing and the ensuing
pressure bulb generation are said

lO

influence the lateral stresses acting along the pile

sbaft(Kraft, 1991; De Nicola and IUndolph, 1993; Craig, 1991). It is tq)Oned that when

a pile is loaded to failure in comp«::ssion the proportion of shaft resistance will decrease
slightly due to the plastic flow of soil near the pile toe, which in rum reduces the lateral

stresses acting 00 the pile shaft near the base. Kraft (1991) states that during compressive

failun:: the interface soil ncar the base moves downward with the pile resulting in a

reduction in the shaft resistance within that ZOot. Despite the loc:aliz:cd area of rMuc:cd
shaft stress ncar the pile

toe. the shaft resistance is

reported to be

~ter

during

compressive failure than the tensile loading condition. Some rescan:hcrs have observed

the generation of a pressure bulb with the mobilization of pile end bearing and believe it
has more of an influence on shaft re:sistance than the small localized area of plastic flow

just above the base (Kczdi. 1964; Eigeubmd and Issigonis. 1996). With the end bearing
fully mobilized. the pressure bulb is thought to curl up around the pile shaft as much as 9
pile diameters above the base. Within this

zooc the lateral confining stresse:s

~

said to

increase with the mobilization of cod bearing and reduce during tensile loading due to the

absence oftbc pressure bulb.

Kczdi (1964) performed instrumented model pile tests driven into sand. During pile
driving, $Oil displacements

~

sbowo to develop about 2 pile diameters ahead of the

advancing pile toe. The laten.l displacements started at 2 diameters below the toe and
reached a peak of about 3 diametct'$ radially at point about S diameters above the pile toc.
Above this point 5 diameters above the pile toe the lucral displacemcDts remained at a
maximum of 3 diameters. Magnitude of the IaIeraJ displacetncnts was obs.crved to
dcaeasc: with distance from the pile in a hyperbolic fashion to zero at a diSWlCC of 3
diametcrs from the pile axis. The magnitude of soil displacements obviously influences

the horizontal stresses acting

00

the pile shaft. Following the pattern of soil

displacements, K.ezdi (1964) shows that even though the shaft stl'c$s incTcases are zero
near the pile toe, the maximum shaft suess is found about 3 to 5 pile diameters above the

pile toe.

Eigenbrod and Issigonis (1996) drove steel piles through soft. sensitive clay into a very

dense sand and gravel while monitoring p<>re-water pressure respoc1Se. Very small pore
pra.surtS

and low driving resistances

weR

observed during driving in the soft. clay.

Cooversely, pore-water pressures iDcRased with the increase in driving resistance once

the piles peneuated the underlying very dense sand and gravel. It was concluded that the
clay layer was loaded fiom below, once the piles were driven into the sand deposiL

It is

Nggested

that the delineation of the failure ZODe defining the stress or prusure bulb

in a bomogenous soil may be defined as a logarithmic spiral (Meyerbof 1951; De Beer
1963; Vesic 1967; Eslami and Fellenius. 1991). The principle oftbe logarithmic spinll

rupnue surface around the pile toe is shown in Figure U. The radius oftbe geoeraJ shear
failure may be estimated with
(1.4)

Where r

z::

the radius of the logarithmic spin.!. r.

= the radius of the

spiral for 9

=0

(assumed to be cqualto the pile diameter), 9= angle between a radius and r.. and;= the

soil intemal friction angle.

The height of the failure above the pile toe (rr) maybe determined with Equatioo (2.5).
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,

I

\
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Distance (pile dia. b)

Figure 2.2

Logarithmic spiral failure surface around the pile toe (after Eslami and
Fellenius, 1997).

(2.5)

Where r~ = the height of the failure zone above the pile toe, and b = pile diameter.

If Equation (2.3) is used to calculate the ultimate pile capacity in sand, Qd should increase
directly with pile penclralion since a'v is a function of depth z. Conversely, Vcsic (1967)
introduced the concept of a critical depth. Through model tests and load tests on full-

13

scale pUes it was observed that Qd increased linearly with depth until a point at which the
iDaQses

in capacity slowed and became nearly

critical depth was found to be dependent

00

CODStanl.

For a cylindrical pile the

the pile diameter aDd the initial relative

density of the sand. For initially loose sands the critical depth was reported to appear at
depths as sballow as 1b (pile diameter), and may exceed 20b in dense sand.

The concept of a critical depth at wbich the ultimate pile capacity is achieved has been a

point of debate amongst researchers. Kulhawy (1984) explained that in most sand
deposits some extent of overconsolidation is prc:scnt. lberefon:, the at-rest latcnJ. earth

pressure coefficient (K.) is largest near the ground surface and decreases with depth until
it reacbcs a coostant level within the normally consolidated range. Furthermore, ODC may
take inlo account that mess level and ~g depth influence Ihe soil-pile interface
fiiction angle. Kulhawy suggests that Ibc apparent critical depth is just a coiDcidc:nce,
which occurs because the decreasing KIana tetm. and Ihc inc:rcase in deplh z cancel each
other out and give the illusion of a critical depth. When in actual fact the values of
puameters defining}; continually change wilh depth. Building

00

K.ulhawy's hypotbcsis..

Kraft (1991) performed a series ofcooc pcoctrometertests that did DOt give any evidence
of a limiting value for neither end bearing nor skin friction. 1be rate of rnistanee
iDaeasc did dccR:ase wilh intnasiDg depth. but a limiting resistance value was never

""".....

It is a well-kDown fact that cyclic loading in sand produces pile displacements which win
result in degradation of slcin friction. Poulos and Chan (1986) report that cyclic

displacements in the order of 0.1% to 0.2% of the pile diameter

~

required for skin

frictioo degradatioo. to occur. For cyclic displacements in the order of about 2% or more
of the pi.le diameter. it is reported that the skin friction could rcduc:e to about balf of the

initial static value. Cyclic axial pile model load tests pcrfonned by Eigeobrod (1998)
resulted in compressive skin friction degradation of about SS% and a 40"10 reduction in
!enSile skin friction after jusr. four load cycles. Kzaft (1990) states that the ultimate shaft
resistaDce UDder cyclic loading will be about 30 to 4Q01o of the static shaft resistanc:e but
does not differentiate between tensile or compressive shaft degradation. After the second

load C)'Cle the degradatioo rates are lmowa to reduce significantly for both the tensile and
compressive loading directions. Poulos and Chan (1986) state that the majority of skin
friction degradation will occur within the first teD load cycles rqardJe:ss of tile method of
pile installation.

1.1.1

Pile CllpIlcfry DdDMiJrlltio" witII CPT

Investigations for piled foundations ~ the measurement of shear stm1gth at
sufficient points in the soil column to rasooably define its variation with depth for the
computation of pmimioary pile capecity. The sbcar streIgtb. is difficult to obcain from
samples. CODSidering the sample distwbance and the rcduc:tion in confining stresses ooce
brought 10 the surface (ARGEMA. 1992). To obtain the in·situ properties while
incorporating the least amount of error, lab lesting is replaced by ill-situ. testing. In-situ

"

tests allow both qualitative and quantitative interpretation of the soil profile and soil
properties, and gcnen.lIy avoid problems associated with sampling distwbaoce in

laboratory samples (Poulos. 1988). Common i'Hi/u test teclmiques are the prcssuremeler
test. standard penetration test (SP1) and the cone penetrometer teSt (CPl).

Because the cooc penetrOmeter lCS1 (CP'l) bas similarities 10 a pile. it was attempted 10
estimate pile capacity &om CPT results. It bas been suggested that the avenge shaft
friction /. is equal 10

tic!200 for piles in sands and

tic! 150 for

piles in oon-plastic silts.

where ti~ is the average cone resistaoee over the embedded length of the pile (Craig,

1991).

More rigorous anemplS of correlating CODe resistance 10 pile capacities bave becu
undertaken by many researchers (Horvitz et aL 1981;
FelIeniw. 1997; Jardine

~t

a1. 1998;). The

M~f

m~enl of skin

1983; Eslami and

friction (f,) acting along

the cone sleeve enables a direct correlation of pile skin friction 10 measured test data. lD
e:sseDCe,

the advmcing sleeve is a cylindrical pile model Pile shaft skin friction (JJ

calculation is commonly based upon a fimction of effective vertical

Sttt:$S

(cT.). lateral

earth pressure coefficiClU (lC) and lhe langent of the soil-pile friction angle (e5). The cone

sleeve can measure/. dircctlyaDd aUeviate the need for deteunination of K. Fwtbmnore.
the ratio between measured skin friction (fJ and toe resistance

(q~)

can be back calculated

10 estimate the material internal friction angle (ttl and material type along with various
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other soil parameters such as liquefaction potential. Together, this gives the ability to
estimate pile performance without the need for further laboratory testing.

Meycrbof (1983) presc:oted a genera.I proccdun: for directly predicting pile cod bearing
and shaft friction with CPT data. Summarized and pmented by Eslami and Fellemus
(1997), the procedure estimates the unit toe resistance (q,) of a driven pile with the
following equations..
ifb>O.S m then

cl:(6~:5r

elseC,= I

(2.6)

if D.,>IOb then

c,=:.:.

elseCl=t

(2.7)

f'='me,C]
W1le'R b ::::: pile diameter. qc

(2.8)

= the average CPT toe resislaOCe qe in a zone 4b above the

pile loe and Ib below, C, ::::: scale effect modificatioD. f'ac:tor, C1 = material density
modification factor, n

E

1 for loose sand. 2 for medium dense sand. and 3 for demc: sand.

and D. = pile embedment (m) into a dense strati...

The average unit shaft resistance (jJ is determined with

f.· ....Jf~

(1.9)

CPT data bas been used to determine both pile shaft and end bearing resistance in a more
site specific manner thaD presented above. Lehane and Jardine (1994) and Jardine

i7

f!' al.

(I99S) have presented a

new design

proced~ foc

estimating shaft capacities ofoffsbon:

piles, driven in sand, with the use of cone peoetrometet testing. The design procedure

was calibrated with instrumented mode! piles within the laboratory, fuJl·sca1e load

teSlS

and incorporation of the existing API (America Petroleum tnstitlrte) database of offshore
pile capacities. The selected database of sands bad relative densities (10) between 20 to
95% and a mean grain si:zc: (dJD) between 0.1 to OJ rom. 1bis cautious design procedure
may only be applied to i,Hitu conditions matehins those of the database used to calibrate
the model and lben:fore may not be generally applied as the Meyerhof procedun:

pre:senled above. This design proc:eduIe dissects the pile shaft metion into two
compooenu, the equalized radial effective stress (a',...) aDd a dilatant stress compoDml:
(.diu,...). The equalized radial effective stress at any point can be calculated by using the

following equations.

. tJ.IJ[-;.
O;",=o.01"{~-J

]-4J' wkR~·~'

R·.rr..,_It'-.Ju
Where

(1.10)
(1.11)

a',... = equalized radial effective stress, a'.... = effective vertical stress, P.",.

=

aanospheric pressure. h "" distaDCe of pile toe to point of consideration, R_ = inner pile
radius, R-= outer pile radius, aDd R"

=modified pile radius.

The equalized radial effective stress is blown

to

increase with depth but at any fixed

point along the pile length the value decn:a.ses as the distance of the pile tip below the
fixed level increases with continued pile penettatiOD. Once the pile tip passes a given

depth within the soil stratum. continued pile penetration and funber development of pile
shaft movement past that point will result in a constant reduction of the equalized radial
effective stress. This is in accordance with the studies and findings of Toolan et aJ.
(1990). Lehane and Jardine (1994) observed that the equalized GJdial effective stress path
with depth closely followed the path of the CPT end bearing res1staDCe (q..). Analysis of
the extensive API database, full-scale pile tests and model tests enabled a comlation of

CPTq.. witha"~

It bas been observed that during static loading significant net changes in radial stress

0CCW'TCd Daly after interface slippage. Soil dilation upon shearing is believed to be

responsible for the additional component of nonnaI stress at failun:. The net dilatant
compooent (Lta"",) for any level within the soil stratum can be estimated as
(1.1')
The d.ilatant compooc:nt is a function of the shear modulus (G), pile radius (R) and the

pile's center-line-average roughness (4). Jardine er aL (1998) Slale lhat for a typical
steel pile, 141. ;; IO·'m. Studies have shown that the change in stress, due to soil dilation,
for large piles is n::latively small but can dominate the capacities of micn;piles or
laboratory scale model piles. CabDnted from a database of pile load tests and CPT
investigations, Equations (2.13) aDd (2.14) an:: used to calculate the sbearmodulus (G).

"~k

(2.13)

G-,,fA.+6,,..c,;)"'

(1.14)

"

Where q=dimensionlesscoefficienr,A =0.0203, B =0.00125, and C= 1.216 x 10-'.

Jardine et aJ. «(998) suggest that the equalized radial effective stresses in tension are
about 80-;' of the stress in the compressive stale. The ultimate compressive and tensile
shaft stresses (O",p at any given point along the pile can be calculated with Equations
(2.15) and (2.16) respectively.

Where

O"rj'"-O"... +ll.o"",

(1.15)

a'rj'"-o.'O"... +ll.o"",

(1.16)

0",.,= ultimate pile skin stress, 0"... =equalized radial effective stress, and 11a'", =

change in radial stress due to soil dilation.

2.2

SoU-PUe Interface

Laboratory testing and analyses of cyclic soil·steel interface behaviour bave been reviewed.
The scope of the

~

investigates DOCKObc:sive soils and considers the effect of both

small strain aDd large strain qclic klading.

Many rtsearchers have investigated the intmlCtioa of dry and satwated sand

OD

interfaces

UDder cyclic shear. Modified Iabomory tests such as the standard dizect shear tesl, simple

din::ct shear, aiaxial ce:Us and toniooal shear tests have been used
investigations. Parameters that influence: the cyclic and

gradation, mineral. composition, void ratio, fabric,

iIucrfacerougbncss..

post~lic

SU'eS5

to can}' out

such

~

sand

shear response

history, strain magnitude and

21.1

PD,-e Wour hus.re

Shear aloog a sand-pile interface is geoeralIy considered co occur at drained cooditioos with

DO

~ waIc:r

pn:ssure cbange:s. Howevu, Alart:oo-Guzman et aL (1988) suggest that

p<R

pressure gcnen.tioo due to struetUraI collapse must be considered. Strain-softening
bebaviour is associaled with the fact that the SU'UCtW'e of contractive sand is metastable. In

tbiJ collapsive skeleton, small sbear strains
~t

~

c:apIlble of producing a sudden

of soil puticles. The reamngemeot of pains aDd loss of CODUlCt points

between neighboring gtains may account for the contractive behaviour of some sands. In the
undrained state, the particle contact points

~

shifted 10 water filled voids where this

transfer ofload will resu.l1 in a sharp inctease in ~ water~. Subsequently, the shear

strmgth is teduced aDd large deformatioos teSU11. Ooce the sarad particles are oriented,
nearly state CODditioos an: said 10 follow. With rcspcc:t co cyl:lic loading effects, the
initiation of strain softening is said 10 depend on the cyclic amplitude. Larger cyclic
deformaboos teSU1t in fewer cycles to reach strain softening regardless of the amplitude and

DUmber of cycles. The flow

IX"

collapse was observed

co CODSisu:DtJy occur at a given

cumulative sbcar strain (AJan;oa...(Juzman et aL 1988).
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IlftDj-a BeluniDllr

Normal stiftDess tests (stress path tesU where dF,../tMv :: coostant) are coosidc:red 10 weU

represc::nt the iDterface sbcaring bebaviOW'" of such SI:rUctuIeS as retaining walls, pile shafts
and pipelines. A shallow foundation may transmit a COnstanl or close CO constant oormaI
stress but the soil in CODtaet with these structures bas a vvying oonnal stress during events

leading to the: initiation of active or passive earth pressw-e$. For a circular pile shaft, the: soil
within the sbear band or interface zooe is constrained by the soil beyond this zooe; as a
result the oonnaJ. stress acriDg on this zone varies during sbear. When trying to model this
behaviour within the laboratory, Airey n aL (1992), Evginand Fakbarian (1996) and others
found that

CODStanl

CODStant normal

oormal stiffuess (CNS)

Iests

better tqRSeDt tbe:se events than staodan:I

stress direct or simple sbear tests.

For the cbaracteristics of a sand-steel interface, the following assumptions can be made. in
the sand surrounding a pile or pier subject to axial loading two distiDct regions can be

visualized. The first is a very thin cyi.indricaJ layerofsaDd at the contact surface of the steel.
Proposed by SwiniaDsIci and Sawicki (1991). this region is considered to bebave much like
that of direct shear conditions.. subject to volumetric strains. The secood region is a wide
band of sand surrouodi.ng the first region, which behaves like soil in simple shear test

cooditioas at constant volume..

Similar to Swinianski and Sawicki (1991), Airey

el

al. (lm) describe the sand·pile

interface as a w:cy thin shear band along the steel pile surface while the outlying sand is

considemi to be in an elastic state with a

COOSlaIlt

sbear modulus (G). Airey el aL (1992)

performed a series of coosta.nt oormal stiffDess (CNS) direct sbcarbox tests to analyze the
degradation of shear stress with respect: to cyclic loading. It was anempted to com:late
the degradation of stresses in the shearbox to the reduction of the frictional capacities of
the pile shaft during cyclic loading. The dcm::ase in pile skin friction was believed to be
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associated with a decrease in normal stress resulting from compressive strains in the soil
adjacent to the pile surface. CNS dim:t shear tests were performed on DOocemented
calcareous

sand. which coosidered the expansion and cootnsetioo of the soil Dc:U the pile

interface upon shear. The effects of expansion and coolraCtion of sand under shear at the
soil-pile interface can be reproduced by using a spring with a COD$tant stiffuess to apply
the appropriate DOrmal load. The model presented by Airey #!l al. (1992) utilized a spring
COostaDt

(K) dc:scnbed by K

= "Gib where b is the pile diameter and G is the soil shear

modulus, assuming that the spring stif'filess is a function of pile diameter. It is tq)Oned
that the shaft friction is dependent 00 pile diameter wilh the maximum shear Stres5
decreasing with increasing pile diameter (Airey

#!t

al. 1992; Turner and Kulbawy, 1994;

Tabucaooo et al. 1995). Because the thickness of the shear band is reasonably constant
(-IOdSl)),lhe volume of soil experiencing volumetric shear strain decreases in proportioo
to the pile surface

~

as lhe shaft diameter increases.

By performing tests with various values of spring stiffness (K) Airey

#!t

al. (l992)

determined the influcoce of the spring stiffness 00 shear response with displacement
controUed CNS tests. Increasing the normal stiffness 00 dense dilative sand results in
larger oormal and shear stresses dwi.ng the initial static loading wbereas the revene is
ttue for loose contractive sand. Iocreasing the oormaI stiffness also results in larger

displacements to reacb the peak shear strength. As

wcu.

the rates of sbear stte$S

degradation with cyclic loading were greatest for bigber values of K.
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2.23

FrictiD,. Alfgk

Direct shear testing of sand over a rough steel surface with a constant normal stiffness
reveals that the interface friction angle (cS) equals [he sand internal angle of friction (I)
(Kishida and Uesugi, 1987). The shear resist.ancc along a sand--pile interface is dc:peDdeat

on the roughness of the contact surface with respect to the mean grain size of the sand. As
the interface roughness increases sbearing takes place more within [he sand to a point

where the sand grains become locked into the depressioos within the pile surface and

shearing takes place between a sand·sand interface. WbeTcas over a smooth steel
interface the saDd particles are sheared at the steel surface thereby making 6 the
applicable friction angle. Furthermore, the sand particles were found to slip along the
smooth steel surface resulting in a much lower mobilized shear stress and giving skin
friction angles as low as 100 (Tabucanon d al. I99S; Lemos and Vaughan, 2000).
Alawneh (I999) recommends the general use of ovalUe5 equal to 4° less than the sand
intema.l angle of friction at constant volume

(*'J

whereas Craig (1997) generalizes the

approach and recommends 0 value of 200 for all steel piles in sand.

Orman (1994) UDdenook direct shear tests of two soil types on a smooth and rougbeoed
HOPE interface. The sand mobilized 70% of its full shear strength against both nominally

rousb

and smooth incerfaces, as the saDd panicles were signifi<:antly larger lba.n the

surface roughness. A silt mobilized its full shear strength against the rough interface, but
only 43% against a smooth interface as the silt particle sizes were of the same order as
the surface roughness. The effect of surface rougbDess was quantified by Kisbida and

Sand Particle

Pil'SU'f"'~'

I

Figure 2.3

Pile surface roughness evaluation.

Uesugi (1987) using a nonnalized roughness factor as the ratio of the maximum surface
asperity depth (a) by the mean particle size (d jo) as shown in Figure 2.3. They found from
simple shear tests that at a factor of about 0.1 the full sand friction angle was mobilized at
the interface, but this resistance decreased fairly linearly to about half that friction for a
smooth interface with a (ald jo) factor that approaches O.

2.2.4 Stress Path
Evgin and Fakharian (1996) undertook investigation of the dependence on stress paths with
CNS direct shear tests on both a 2-D and 3-D plane. It was concluded that the magnitudes
of the peak principal stress ratio and residual principal stress ratio are independent of the
stress paths. The residual stress ratio was found to be independent of the magnitude of the
normal stress. It was also determined that the stress paths significantly influence the shear
stress tangential displacement and the volumetric behaviour of the interface. In 3-D eNS
tests, the shear stress developed in one direction was dependent on the magnitude of the
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shear

SlrQS

developed in the onbogonal direction of the interface plane: (Evgin and

F_I996).

1.2.5

GNlliltg

Lee and Poulos (1987) sbeamJ both uniformly graded (gap graded) calcareous sazx1 and

-weU graded silica sazx1 along • steel pipe surface. The porous uniformly graded cak:ateous
sands exhibited a very rapid deaease in frictional capacity with iocn:ased eyt:lic

displacement reaching a state ofconstant frictional capacity after small values of oonnalized
cyclic displaoemeDts. This behaviour was unlike that of the wdl--graded sands which

displayed • gradual decrease in strength over Iargcr values of oonnalizcd displacemenL

Observing the frictional degradation with

~

to the nwnber of eyt:les revealed that the

uniformly graded sands decreased in strength quickly after lbc: tim few C)'I:les with vimJally

no degradaIion beyood 10 C)"Clcs. In eonaast. the weU-graded mareriaJ displayed • man:

gradual degradation slope, which continued beyoDd 10 cycles. Test results also reveal that
the rate of degradation decreases with both incmuing n:lative demity (lo) and over

I;OOSOI.id:arion ratio (OCR).

1.1.6

eNlilt Cnu/liltg

Several resean:bers reponed instances of an increase in interface sbc:ariDg rcsiswx:e after

the fust shear cycle. But subsequently the shear

~

oormal stress at about a constant suess ratio

(va~)

(Uesugi

~l

aL 1989; Boulon and Nova, 1990; Tabucanon
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'.

decreased together with the

with continuous load reversals
~l

at. 1995). This pbenolDC'tlOQ

is thought to be due to grain crushing of weak calcareous sand particles during cyclic

shear testing, although grain crushing bas also been observed for siliceous sands. The:
~

in stn::ogth is short letm, for with continued cycling the particle crushing may

lead to a net compression resulting in a reduction in normal stress significant enough to

reduce the: shear strength. Particle crushing was shown to increase with both cyclic shear
amplitude and normal~.

1.1.1

CritiCfll Lnd ofR'PftIH LtNuIilrg

Turner and Kulhawy (1992) investipted the strength changes along • sand inrerface
foUowing cyclK: shear in order to verify that cyclic loading that was DOl exceeding the
static yield strength could affect the shear strength by changes in void ratio (e) and soil

fabric. Torsional undrained simple sbear testS were performed on loose, medium and
dense saDds in both • static and cyclic manner, with the cyclic load below the static yield
strength. The sand-sand interface ofme torsional shear test is thought to be si.m.ilar to the
shear interface of sand sbeared over a rough steel surface. When sbcaring over a rough
interface the sand grains become locked into the deprcssioos within the steel surface aDd
sbearing will take place between the sand grains alone. Cyclic shear test resuJ.ts 00 loose

sand revealed a reduction in void ratio and an increase in friction angle for samples of
loose relative densities (ID). After 600 shear cycles the static shear strength increased by 8
10 44% from me initial static shear str=gth prior to cyclic loading. Samples of medium

dense relative densities also ex.hJ.Ditcd contractive behaviour. small reductions in volume,
with an increase in frierino. angle and strength increases ranging from 19 10 44%. The
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dense samples exlubiled volumetric dilation resulting in a decn:ase in friction angle.
Cenain dense samples loaded at a larger cyclic shear scress ratio were observed 10 fail

during ~lic loading. The cyclic shear suess tatio is defined as the ratio of applied cyclic
shear stress 10 !be shear scress

~

for failure priOl" to cyclic loading. The samples

failed at shear stress ratios of n::: 0.5 and 0.75 within 250 and 10 cyclcs respeaively. It is
reported that when Ibc specimens were loaded above the CLRL (critical level of repealed
loading) ultimaldy the posI-cyclic s:tn::ngth corresponded to tbe critical state friction
angle (*,). The CLRL is the condition at which !be soil does not acewnulate either strain
or excess pore waler pressure with additional cycling. II is the cyclic scress level that

separates potentially unscable conditions from stable conditions under continued cycling.
The CLRL fOl" sands subject to a onc·way repeated load is said 10 be aboul 30% of the
ultimate static capacity wbile the CLRL is smaller yet for sands UDder a twO-way cyclic
load (Swinianski and Sawicki, 1991).

2.3

Literature Review Summary

An extensive

li~

review bas UDCOvaM a lack of consisteocy between the various

design procedures proposed. The calculation of the average pile shaft shear stress may be

estimated with aoalytical formulations

01"

by uNitu teSting. Either approach could yield

vastly different estimates for either eod bearing

01"

literature review has revealed a lack of compucational

shaft capacities. Funben:noce. the
~

for the determination of

tensile shaft stress. The tensile shaft capacity is generally considered 10 be less than the
compressive and in many cases is expressed as a ratio of the fonner. As of the 1st'
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editioo of API RP2A, API does

DOt

diff'eIeDtiate between tensile and compressive shaft

resistances, whereas Terzagbi et aJ. (1996) recommended a ratio of 0.5 and Jardine et aJ.
(1998)

~end a

ratio slightlygn:ater than 0.8. Coaversely. Ireland (1957) suggested

that the tensile and ~ive shaft capacities ate approximately equal.

Funher cootroversy is intrOduced wbeo deciding which earth pressure coefficient or
interface friction angle is appropriate. A wide

raDgt:

of earth pressure coefficients was

recommended for driven piles in sand. Some souteeS suggest a constant coefficient for all
driven piles, wbilc others base K

00

the relative densitY of the soil and pile diameter.

A

range of recommended interface friction angles are documented in the litenuufe. Direct

mcasumnent of 6 may be performed in the laboratory but it is said that this method wiU
yield conservative results.

The appan:ot cause for greater shaft resistance in the comPlUSive loading directioo
versus the tensile is another point of discussion. It is geoerally believed that the
downward movement of the pile shaft UDder compressive axial loading will produce
volumetric dilation of the confining soil around the pile. wbile a tensile displacemcot will
produce contractive saaios and thcRfoR: a dcctease in the IateraI stresses acting a100g the
pile Ie:ogth. Rotation of the principle stress axis is believed to be a key factor infIueociog
the volumetric behaviour and Nbsequeotly the axial shaft capacity. R.c:sc:art:ben have also
stated other possible reasons such as the Poisson's effect of the pile. Funhermore. the
compressive axial loading and mobilization of end bearing is believed to cml1e a pn::ssure

bulb that curls up around the pile shaft and increases the laleral stresses acting on the
lower portion of the pile shaft.

Researchers that have investigated the effects of cyclic axial loading of piles in sand,
have reported a negative influence on shaft capaciry with an increasing number of cycles
or load n:venaIs if the critical level of repeated loading (CLRL) is exceeded. FactoR that

influenced the cyclic response were found

10 be the: pile diameter, soil relative densiry,

grain size distribution, material composition and the magnitude of cyclic displacemenL

Shaft

~

were reported

to decrease with increasing pile diameter. Initially dense

sands are reponed to have shaft resistance degradation rates less than sands of an initially
loose stale. fW'thennore, the rate of pile shaft resistance degradation with cyclic loading
decreases with increasing overconsolidation mio (OCR). It was reported that the material

gradation bas a profound influence on the cyclic behaviour of shaft friction. The pile
frictional capaciry degrades rather quickly for unifonnly graded sands and exhibits a
much gentler degradation rate for weU-graded sands. Grain crushing was tcpOrted 10
influcoce the frictional behaviour of piles during load reversals. Particle crushing is
depeodent on the material composition. ~ level aod the cyclic shear amplitude.
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CHAPTERJ

Centrifuee ModeWag

3.1

IntroducdoD

Coulomb"s streD.&th criterion for soils is widely recogJJ.ixed by geotechnical eo&iJxers and

resean:bcn. 1be criterion is appropriate for frictional materials and states that the shear
failure depends on pressure or stress level. This statement is fundamental in the
development of the criteria of soil failure in modern soil mechanics. The geoteclmical

c:enaifuge technique properly simulaIes the stress-depcndent behaviour of soils and
centrifuge modelling is

DOW

a weU.recognizcd and respected form. of modelling soils and

soi!·Sl:IUcture interaction. Centrifuge modelling has shown lO be very useful in modelling

gravity depeodeot pbeoomena (e.g. K.etcbam. 6 aL 1997; Mucff. 1991; Schofield. (980).
This is aa:omplisbcd by pW;ing • model within a centrifuge. During operation, the
centtifuge generates an iDertia.I radial acceleration field that simulates gravity. The
exaggerated gravitational field allows for similarity of streSSCS between the model and the
com:spooding prototype.

Soil models placed at the cod of a centtifuge ann can be accelerated to achieve an inertial
radial a.cxelcration field which, to the model, simulates DOnnal gravity but many times
strooger than Earth's gravity. A soil model commonly bas a free upper

1I

surfac:c.

unstressed and open to the annosphere. The material within the soil body has an
increasing stress level that increases with depth at a rate that is dependent on material
deosityand the magnitude of the accelerated gravitational field.

It is important to remember that a centrifuge model is a simplification of the
correspoDding prototype and only represents a unique situation and has certain limitations

due to the simplified nature of physical modelling. Proper appreciation of the model
limitations is required to enable a given level of confidence to be applied to teSt data. The
two key issues in centrifuge modelling are scaling laws and errors, both of whicb are
discussed in detail within the following sections. The scaling laws can be derived by
makiog use of dimensional analysis and consideration of me governing differential
equations.

3.2

Model ScaUDI LaW!

J.21

IlftrotbtcDtM ttl CnttrifMp ScaliJf6

If the same soil is used in both the model and prototype and the soils both have similar
stress histories, then soil stress between the model and prototype: may be directly
compared. When the soil model is subjected to an accelerated inmiaI stress field of N
times Earth's gravity, the verticaJ. stress at depth h. in the model will be equal to the
prototype vertical stress at soil depth 11,. where NIt. = hI" This is the basis of centrifuge
scaling laws and centrifuge modelling, that stress in the model and prototype are equal at
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homologous points by accderating a model of scale l:N to N times Earth's gravity (g).
The scaling laws can be derived by making use ofdimensional analysis.

If a model is to have an equa.l stress distribution to a full·scale prolOtype condition the:
COITeCt acceleration level aDd geometric scale N must be cboKn to correspond to !he
appropriate prolOC)'pe condition (Tayfor, 1995). The vertical Jtre:ss (0;.,,) of a prototype
soil ofdensity p at depth If, is given by
0;." - PIli,

(3.1)

When:: g::; Earth's gravity and subscript ~p" represents the prototype condition, wbereas
subscript

~","

indicates !he centrifuge model. Assuming the same material is used in the

same volumetric state (i.c. relative density). bcDcc the same material density, !he
com:spooding vertical stress in the model of scale l:N is given by
(3.1)

If

stress

levels between the model and prototype are to be equal (0;." ::; 0;.) at

homologous points tllcn the I.inear dimension h, must equal Nh.., then:f<m: the geometric
scale factor belWCC'n model and prototype is 1:N. That is, ODe unit.length in the centrifuge
model will represent. N tiDear units in the prototype setting. SiDcc the mode! is a

pome:tric represe:utation of the prototype, any dispIaoemcnts between the two conditioas
will also be at a model to procotypc scale of 1:N. Therefore the ratio of strains is 1: I siDc:c
strain can be defined as the ratio of displacement 10 a unit-length, which share a common
scale factor of 1:N. It follows then:fore that the portion of the sttess-saain curve
mobilized in the model will be identical to what is observed within the prototype setting.

"

Based on the liDear geometric relatioa of J :N, the model scales for

area. volume, mass

aDd force can all be easily visualizod aod derived With a model to prototype scale of /:N
applied on a linear dimension of L, the scale for area will therefore be /:",z since area is
defined by two geometric lengths and has a dimensional unit of L1 . Likewise for volume
but to the third poWC'r (/ :N'). In many cascs, since the same material is used in both the

model and prototype and at the same mass density (P), the scale for mass is cqua.I to that
ofvolumc (/:N'), which is a cube of linear me:asun: L. Since stress is at a ratio of 1:1 and

is defined by • force over a unit area. it therefore follows that the model

to

prolotype

scale with respect 10 force is / :N, the same scale as area.

1.2.1 SUlk rIMe.sc.Jia6
There ~ different time scales: viscous, inertial and seepage pbeoomcna (Ketclwn and

Black, 1995). Furthermore. the scaling laws for seepage have led

to

minor conttoversy

with respect to whether or DOt Darcy's permeability is a relevcnl parameter and bow to
inlerpret the hydraulic gradiant (Taylor, 1995). As a result, time scale conflicts ClUl occur

and make

CO~

modelling of time for certain conditions impossible. Therefore the

experimenter must consider the scaling limitations imposed by the modelling laws when
designing and plmning the model test regime.

lbc consolidation states between the model and prototype must be alike to enable direct
comparisoD. Consolidation is a function of dissipation of excess pore watu pressure and

is considered to be a time R:lated diffusion cvcnL 1be degn:e of consolidation is

described by Tcrzagbi's dimensionless time coefficient

T~ defined

below.

."

T.".!!!..

(3.3)

Where c~ ::: coefficient of consolidation (m fyr), , ::: time duration of consolidation (yr)
1

and d::: the length of drainage path with respect to poR: fluid (m). For the same degree of
consolidation, which is uniquely determined by T~. to exist in both the: model and
prototype, Equation (3.3) for both conditions maybe equated as shown by Equation (3.4).

(3.4)

Considering that d,::: Hd.. furtbcrmanipuJation ofEquarion (3.4) yidds

'.. N~:_ "

(3.5)

If the same soil material is used in the model as is present within the prototype, the time
scale between model and prototype wouJd be 1:1i for diffusion events such u
consolidation. A5 well, this type of scaling would also be corm;:t for other diffusioo
R:lated events such as beat transfer by conduction, which can be applied to soil-strUcture
events such as thaw settlement or frost heave action, both of which are cwrendy very
active areas of geotechnical research in the field of centrifuge modelling.

Funher analysis of seepage flow involves investigation of material permeability and the
effects of hydraulic gradient (Taylor, 1995). Darcy's law for seepage flow is defined as
o:::ti

(3,6)

Where v

= superficial seepage

velocity, t

= coefficient of permeability and i = the

hydraulic gnsdienL The intrinsic permeability K may also be used and is defined by
(3.7)

Where v

= the dynamic viscosity. [{ the same pore fluid is used between the model and

proc.oc:ype then Oan:ey's coefficient of pcnneabitity now becomes a fimctian of
gravitatianaJ. aceeleraticn which leads to the apparent relatian af k.. = ~ The h)draulic
gradient (11 is dimensionless and it is argued WI it does oot scale with aculer.uion.
Equating Darcey's seepage law for model and prowtype wauld then yield
(3.8)
(3.')

It is shown with Equation 0.9) that the velocity of model seepage flow is N times greater
than in the prototype. The COntroversy eDten: when tbe same logic dictates that sails

would become impermeable under a zero gravity field. A parous media sucb as a sail
would then appear impervious due to a lack of a bydrnulic ar pressure gradient that acts
as the driving force. Taking this logic into consideratian there is then merit to question
the applicability of

~

gradient as a ratio af

two

lengths. A more appropriate

repne:sentation ofhydnulic gradient may be as a ratio ofpressure drop (9') aver a tioear
distance (L). Substituting hydraulic: gradient for a pressure gradient yields

(3.10)

Since pressures (or stresses) are at a ratio of I: I between model and prototype and linear
geomeaic dimensions are scaled at I :N, by equating Equation (3.10) between model and
prototype one NOukl determine that i. :::: Ni,. With this relation, the intrinsic permeability

(10 can then be treated as a mate:rial property aDd remain as a coOStant (Equation 3.11)
and would yield a seepage velocity scale as
(3.11)

(3.11)

From Equation 0.12) it is determined that the seepage flow \-clocity bas a model to
prototype scale of N:I as found with Equation (3.9). Considering Equations (3.11) and
(3.12) and mat the pen: fluid travels aIODg a path of gcomeaic length that bas a scale of
I:N, using dimensioaal reasoning. the time scale for seepage would therefOR: foUow
Equation (3.13).

o.=t-:.t.~;:-=(~IN~,)=~

(3.13)

The time scale factor" for seepage events is I:N as determined for consolidation and

diffusion processes. Ifdifferent materials were used in the model than were present in the
prototype condition, Equation (3.14) would apply.

K,

'.--,-',
N K.
The scaling laws for static models are displayed within Table 3.1.

J7

(3.'4)

Table 3.1

Dimensions.md sWing factors for static geolecbnical centrifuge
modelling.
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3.23

- sca1efactor

Vuco•.., TbJrI! Se-JiIlK

Considering viscous fon:es al work if lhc: fluid viscosity is independenl of grtvity a time
scale diffem1l from seepage is UDCOvered. K.t1cbam and Blade: (199.5) derive the viscous

flow time scale in lenDS of dime:nsiooal ratios. Sioce stress is al a ratio of I: 1 and is

defined by a force divided by unit-area. it tberefole foUows lbal lhe force ratio (XF) mwt
equal the area ratio

(xl>

as dcfiDcd by Equation (3.1S). The viscous fo~ acting on a

small area A cao be defined by Equation (3.l6).
(3.15)

(3.16)
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Where v.

=the viscosity of the pore fluid and. dvldn =velocity gradient. The dimesiooal

unilS of velocity are UT, therefore the velocity ratio can be defined by a combination of
two ratios. the ratios of length (Xi) to time (X,), as shown in Equation (3.17). Converting
Equation (3.16) into the foon ora ratio yields the viscous fora: ratio (KF.) in terms ora
combination of two dimensional ratios (Equation 3.18).

.!.L_~
~,

D,

(3.'7)

(3.18)

Since K~ must equal KFas noted earlier (Equanon 3.IS), K,must therefore be equal to I
if the viscous fon::es are to be scaled in the same manner as the weight: fOfCes. Therefore

the model to prototype time scale for viscous events is I: 1.

3.1.4 Dyn",.ic ruree Sc.litlg
Similar to the analysis of viscous events, a time scale for iocrtial or dynamic events can
be calculated with dimensiooal analysis (Ketcham aDd Black, 1995). An inertial force
(F/) can be defined by the product of mass and acceleration. Furthermore, the model to

prototype ratio of inertial forces (XF/) can be defined with
(3.19)

In terms of dimensional analysis, acceleration bas units of Iff, therefore the acceleratioo
ratio can be expanded into ratios oflength and time (Equation 3.20).
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(3.20)
Since the same material is used in both the model aDd prototype at the same mass density
(P) the scale for mass is then equal to lhat of volume (l :Jr). whicb is a cube of linear

measure L. from Equations (3.19) and (3.20), the ioertial fora: ratio becomes

(3.21)

Since the inertial force ratio Kn must equal the weight force ratio K F as defined by
Equation (3.15), K, must therefore equal Kj. Like the: geometric scale. the model to
prototype time scale for inenial events is I:N.

Dynamic oc inertial events with. time scale of I:N would therefore have a velocity scale
differeot than that of the static coodition since the static coodition bas a time scale of 1:1i
and velocity is a function of time. Considering the dimensional units of velocity (l/T).

during dynamic events with a length scale of lIN and a time scale of lIN the velocity
scale would therefore be 1:1. This is also confirmed by analyzing the par21Deler of
acceleration with geometric scaling for dynamic

e'tICDts.

lbe acceleration parameter with

scale N aDd liDeac dimensions with scale lIN confirms that the velocity scale focdynamic
events is 1:1. lbe energy produced from dynamic models bas. scale of IN, the same as
mass. Table 3.2 displays the scaling laws for-dynamic events.

Table 3.2

-_..

Dimensions and scaling factors for dynamic geotechnical centrifuge

modelling.
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Additional scaliog laws focusiog
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parameters specific to various unique processes have

also been investigated by modelers.. Parameters relevant to cold regions experimentation
such as moi.stw'e flux and beat flux have been analyzed and scaled for centrifuge
modelling. Furthermore, the area of cnvironmenlal geomechanics and transpon processes
is another area with unique modelling parameters requiriDg individual attention.. Smith
(I99S) and Culligan-Hensley and Savvidou (1995) will lead one: through lbe unique
scaling laws for geotechnical cold regions investigations and environmental mass

transpon events, respectively.

3.3

Model LlmitatiODS

3J.1

rUfle Serda

The conflict in time scales between dynamic and static evenlS bas introduced controversy

amonpt experimental modellers but bas also brought forth techniques of manipulating
the test parameters to achieve an acceptable test setup. Take for instance the case of
modelling the clay-steel interface response of a frictioo pile during seismic activity. A
prototype eanbquake ofa 10 secoDd duration with a freque:ncyof I Hz could be modelled

in a centrifuge at 100g and would therefore have • dwatioo and a frequeocy of 0.1
seconds and 100

Hz. respectively, based on dynamic scaling. A nominal displacement

amplitude in the prototype of 0.2 m would be modelled in the cenmfuge as just 2 tnm.

This is assuming that over the 0.1 second test duration

DO

would dissipate, therefore the diffusion time scale would

excess pore water
DOt

~

be n::levant until the

dynam.ic event is complete. For this case the use of both time scales may be

irrap~cmel1ted

without incorpor.t.ting significant error, the scale of I:N for the very shan. dynamic event
foUowed by a time scale of I;,r for the ensuin& pon:: jX'CSSW'e dissipation stage.

Time scale conflicts an: created when modelling fine saturated sand and a seismic
induced liquc:factioo evenL The: rapid dissipatioo of pore pressure does

DOt

permit the use

of two rime scales as in the case of clay described above. FOE" this case it is DeCCSSUY to
match the time scale for motion to the time scale for fluid flow. One technique
accomplishes this by decreasing the relative permeability (Darcy's) of the soil by
increasing the viscosity of the

paR

fluid. 1'be use of a model fluid that is N times more

viscous than the prototype, while still maintai.ning apprnmnately the same density, would
make the model material appear to be N times less permeable. Therefore, following
Darcy's law of seepage and Equation (3.6) through (3.13), the time scale faclor for
diffusion (/:/11) would be then be I:N, equivalent to the time scale for dynamic motion.
But, more viscous pore fluid must

DOt

aired !he effective str1:SS n:sponse of the soil

skeleton.

1.1.2 Strns F~bI Yati4llta-

The inertial acceleration developed in a cenlrifuge is dependenl on the angular velocity
(AI) and !he radius (r) from the point ofrolatioD. The inertial field scaJ.e is defined by

(3.21)
The iDertiaJ. acceleration level is ditectJ.y dependent

OQ

the radius. The accc:leration and

stress field are CODSWlt at my point along !he radial an: length while both the
a~leration

and model stresses increase with increasing radius. Keeping this in mind. the

g level would therefore change throughout the model depth as the radius of rotation

iDcreasc:s thereby causing a sca.liDg error as shown in Figure 3.1. Taylor (199S) and
Schofield (1980) show that there is exact com:spoodeuce in stress between me model and

prototype at two thirds of the model depth. Above and below that point are under and
o,-er stnzses, rc:spec;:tively. The analysis of stress variation and derivation of the model
equivalent radius to the point ofexact stress comspoDdence foUows.

Stress

Maximum
Under-stress

ProlotlJ)e _ _ _ _

_

~ ~todel

Maximum
Over-stress

Depth

Figure 3.1

Companson of stress variation between model and prototype with respect
to model depth and rndius of rotation (After Taylor, 1995; Schofield,
1980).

Considering the rndius to the top of a model is R" at a depth z the venical stress can be
detennined with

(I~

..

::/Jpw l(R, +Z:WZ ::pw

1{ +1)
Rt

(3.23)

If the vertical stress in the prototype is equal to a point in the model with an effective
rndius of Re at a corresponding depth of z :: hi. then from Equations (3.1), (3.22) and
(3.23) it can be shown that
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R~ =R, +-1-

(3.24)

To minimize the error from over and under stresses at the model's vertical extremeties.
the relative magnitude of stress distribution is considered. The model to prototype ratio of
under stress at the model depth ofO.Sh l is given by

, _ 1.511,.N -fLn,.l(R,
•

+7)

I.SIr,.N

(3.15)

Substituting the effective radius defined in Equation (3.24) into Equation (3.2.5) and
simplifying. yields
(3.16)

Similarily, the I;OmputariOO of the model to prototype over stress ratio (r.) found at the
base of the model at distance h.. can be shown to be
II. -Ir(
'.--lR.

(3.17)

Equating the two ratios to determine equivaientlengths of II yields
(3.18)

Using Equation 0.24) aDd substituting Equation (3.21), a point for exact com:spoodeoce

in stress between model aDd prototype can be found at

R~ _R, +~

(3.19)

lbae is exact correspondence ill stn::ss between the model aDd prototype at two thirds of
the model depth u given in Equation (328). Considering the magnitudes of over stress

below this point and the UDder stresses above., the effective centrifuge radius should be

measured from the central axis 10 one third of the model depth in order to m.inimize error.
Considetation of the variation of acceleration with model depth should be considered
upon design of the model. For example, keeping pile lengths as short as possible thereby
m.inimi2:ing the differmce between the effective radius aDd the radius 10 either the top or
bottom of the model aDd keeping the over and under stresses to a minimum. Schofield

(1980) stated that as loog as the overall soil model depth is less than 10% oftbe effective
cenaifuge radius, the acceleration level may be assumed constant with model depth
without Cllccssive error.

A centrifuae is used to simulate an exaggerated gravitational field, but this stn::ss field is

cylindrical in nature whereas many models tend to have flat surfaces. That is, the inertial

radial acceleration is based around a fixed axis; theTefore the radial acceleration is
proportional to the effective radius. FunbmDore, the acceleration is directed through the
centerline of travel and tberefcn there is a change in the gravitational resultant direction

in the model's horizontal plane: across the width of the model. The resulting laIeraJ
component of acceleration may be of significaoce if a test activity takes place off the
model's centreline. Sbapin.g the model surface to match that of the angular path of uavel
can aecount for the radial nature of the acceleration field As well, ensuring that the
critical point of concern with regards 10 the test is at or near the centre of the model aDd

.

along the centtifuge centreline thereby minimizing possible variation in the gravitational
field.

An unavoidable error incorporated into the stress field is the Ig effect. Regardless of the

model scale Ng acting through the centrifuge centreline, lbere is always Earth's Ig acting
downwards. [n the case of the swinging basket·type beam centrifuge, the resulwt
gravitatiooal fon:e will always let DOrmal to the model surface, a.ssuming a frictionless
free swinging bucket. Although the error that may be incorporated is small, and decreases
with increasing scale factor N, the Ig effect is always present..

JJ.J

C.n«U Eff«t

Modelling dynamic events in a centrifuge can introduce the problem oftbc: Corioli5 effect
(Scbofiekl. 1980). WbeD a mass is moved within the plane ofrocation the acancy of the
prototype simulation may be compromised. This special coeditiOG can be encountered
with models that involve large accelerations and velocities within the test package, sucb
as modelling of explosions. The blast velocity of material may be equal to or exceed the
aogular velocity of the centrifuge. Ar! example given by SIecdman and Zeng (1995)
n:lates this to the Earth's gIavity and rotation. lmagine a long tube pc:nettating to the
centre of the Earth. Consider if you were to drop a stoae down this very loog shaft and
that the stone did

DQ(

experience aoy air twbu.Ience or friction. would the stone falI

straight down the shaft? No it would not.. The stone was dropped with a tangential
velocity from the Earth's rotation but it is also accelerating toWllltb the centre of the earth

by gravitational attraction and tben:fore a radial velocity is gcterated.. However, the
tangential velocity is cOQStant and exceeds the radial velocity. Therefore, the stone would
bave a tal:Igential velocity greater than the sbaft as the stone travels downward To the
stooe it would appear that the wall ofme shaft badjust moved towards the stone's line of
travel, this is the Coriolis effCCL The Coriolis acceleration (a,,) is related 10 the
centrifuge's angular velocity (41) by

-c =hu
Where u

('.30)

= radia1 velocity of the movement within the model. Putting the Coriolis

acceleration in terms of radius R gives

(3..11)
Where R - tl241. The inertial acceleration (a ". Ng) in terms of model velocity (V) within

centrifuge flight is defiDed by
(3.32)

By comparing the Coriolis accclerrion with the constant centrifugal acceleration yields
the Coriolis error (Equation 3.33) as defined by Steedman and Zeng (1995).
(3.)])

If the particle velocity is small in relation 10 the constant centrifugal velocity the enor
from the Coriolis effect may be insignificant. It is stated that by keeping the a c less than
10% of the inertial acceleration (a), the error due 10 the Coriolis effect can then be

.

oeglceted (Schofield. 1980; Steedman and ZeDg, 1995). That also translates to keeping
the model mass velocity(u) within the foUowing range defined below.

Il./UV<u<2V

(J.J4)

3.3.4 Data Ilfterpohuiolf
A model test, whether it is cooducted in a centrifuge or in a laboratory at Ig, has the need
for calibnJ,tion or verification of test results in order to make a comparison 10 the
corrapooding prototype. 10 order to enswe the data collected &om a ceotrifuge model
test is of the same

~

as the prototype the IeCbnique of ""modelling of models" can be

employed (Schofield. 1980; Phillips, 1995; Taylor. 1995). This teehnique requires the
modelling of • prototype in various acceleratloo fields with the appropriate geometric
size. Since ba!h stresses and strains are scaled at I: I between the model aDd prototype
and the model dimensions scale linearly with g level. the resultant stresses will therefore
be constant wi!h g-Ievel (Figure 3.2). 10 other

wolds. since the acceleratioo level and !he

size of the model are di.m;tJy related, similarity between !he modelling of models is
expected if significant error is DOt encountered.. The same pbeoomeoa should be observed
between model tests, which conelate to ooe prototype coodition. The modelling of
models provides a check for the modelling procc:dure but it should be kept in mind that it

is DOt a guanntee that the data can be ~ y intetpolated back to the prototype without
encounteriDg additioDai error.

1.3.5

M(l/~ri(ll

GNlin Size ElJf!CI

It bas been argued that a sand in the prototype if used in the centrifuge within an

accelerated gravitational field of Ng would be scaled up in size N times thereby
representing a gravel in the hypothetical prototype. Based on that logic, a clay or silt
within an accelerated gravitational field of a centrifuge would better represent sand in a
prototype. Considering the stress/strain behaviour of clay and that of sand, this
substitution is inaccurate and cannot be OOn(:. Furtbennore, another important issue
relating to particle size scaling is that as the particle size decreases the grain crushing
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"~~<
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Modelling of models principle (After Ko, 1988).
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resistance inaeases. In order to maintain consistent behaviounJ. soil characteristics
between the model and prototype: it is

~ended

that the model material should IlOt

differ from the prototype. Accepting the fact that the material grain size is DOt
geometrically scaled, the effects of this have to be considered. Through model testing it
bas bcco dctcnniDcd and geocralIy agreed upon by several researchers (Gempcrlinc,

1988; 8oI.lOC1 and tau, t 988, 89; Bolton el aI., 1999) that a minimum of about 30 mean
particle diameters (tiM) must be in contact with a Iioear dimension (L) of the model in
order to maintain a continuous reprc:scntation of foundation performance. For example,

the ratio of pile diameter to the mean grain size should have a minimum value of about
30.

J3.6

llDMu.ry CtHUlitiDlu

Depending

00.

the type of c:enaifuge, drum or beam type, different boundary conditions

will apply. The drum ccnttifugc, which is essentially a spinning cylinder, has the soil
contained in or spread over the walls of the rotating

drum. which gives very different

model boundary cooditions from that of the beam type centrifuge. The beam type
cenbifugc must coDtain the model on the test plalform suspended on the end of the
rotating ann. This is accomplisbcd with some kind of test coolainc:r or stroogbox, which

int:roduccs boundary conditions different from

mat of the

drum type centrifuge. 1bis

section will focus on the boundary conditions encOUOte!M with a model rest container
and the usc ofa beam type centrifuge.

"

The boundary conditions encountered depend on many factors. some of which stem from
the ccnaifuge limitations. The maximum accelCl1ltion obtained correlates to the
maximum g level that in turn dictates the smallest geometric scale (l:N) that may be
modelled. FutthermoR:, the centrifuge platfonn dimensions give limitations to the size of
the test container that may be loaded. lbc:rcfore, the primary limitation is that of model
size and bow it relates 10 lateral. borizontal and vertical boundary conditions. To cope
with the high stresses within the centrifuge the lest containers or strongboxes must be
rigid and strong. To maintain similitude to the prototype, the oon-compliance of the test
container base and side-walls must be considered. High lateral. stiffness is required to
~I

latera.l soil movemcm and lberefOf'e requires a rigid boUDdary.

Soil settlement and consolidation processes are performed during centrifuge open.tion
that result in soil sbcuing along the container walls. The friction from the st:ron&box
walls must be limited to prevatt significant boundary influence.. Tests using a cohesive
soil may account for wall mction by coating the walls with a waterproof lubricanL For
tests with sand, the wall friction can be limited by placing a glass sheet between the

model material and the container wall. To funbcr reduce the frictional influence, a
lubricated latex memlmoc can be placed at the soil boundary tba1 will stteteh and
accommodate any vertical soil displacemcots (Phillips. 1995). The later approacb

was

used by Sharp el aJ. (1998) who performed a series of CPT tests in sand. By greasing the
container walls and applying a lalex membrane at the container surface, the fiictiooaI
arching effect seen prior to the application of the greased membrane was eliminated.

Although. the use of a grease or lubricant on bouDdary interfaces with frictional granular

material bas been reponed by some c::xperimental modellers 10 have little 10 00 effect
(Santamarina and Goodings, 1989). It bas been shown that the model soil width 10 depth
I1ItiO should be greater than four"1O eliminate general boundary influence (5antamarina

and GoodiDgs. 1989). Proper design of the test set-up with respect 10 test and
instrumentation locations can assist in limiting the influence from container bouodaries.
Testing involving any soil displacements and any measumnenl of soil settlement or
displacement should be positiooed as far away from any rigid frictional boundary as
possible.

In the case of pile models or CODe penetrometer tests (em duriDg centrifuge flight, three
bouodary conditions must be considered (Parlcin aDd LunDe, 1982). The first coDdition as

descn"bcd in the previous section is the boundary CODditioo of the paniclr sin! eff«t.
which must be considered for such models as piles and penetrometers as the model
diameters are usually quite small. A model diameter to mean particle size I1ItiO (Ur/50)
sbauld exceed 30 in order to avoid modelling error. The second conditioo is the distance
to the rigid horizootal boundary commonly put in terms of pile diameters or cone

diameters. 801100 rt aL (1999) state that a CPT must

not

be performed at a disance less

tbao 10 cone diameCC:tS from any rigid hoUDdaty in order for cone data to be meaningful
Furtbe1'more. the influence of the container diameter 10 cone diameter ratio

was analyzed

and found to have little influence on penetrometer capacities for I1Itios exceeding 40 and
33.6 as determined by 801100 n al. (1999) and Been et af. (1987) respectively. Axial

"

model pile tests performed by Rao aDd Krisbnamutthy (1982) aDd Alawneb et at. (1998)
used and

~mmended horizontal

boundary conditions of 7 and 8 pile diameters. The

third boundary condition with respect to cones and foundation elements is the test
container boRom or the model depth limitation. Depending on the foundation element in

question. the general nde foUowed by ccnaifuge modeUcn is to keep the model at least 6
to 10 model diameters or widlbs away from the rigid bottom surface.

CBAPTER4

Experimental Facilities and EquJpment

4.1

Geotecbnlcal Centrlfuee

The C..cORE Cenaifuge

Cen~.

located on the campus of The Memorial Univeniry of

Newfoundland, houses an Acutronic 68()"2 centrifuge. Commissioned in 1993, the Centre
comprises a main

~level

building and a separate three-level structure containing the

centrifuge and mec:banical compooents.

The main buildiDg bas space for model ptqJ&ratioo and post-test investigatioo. The
facilities include an clee::trical woriabop. machine sbop. an X-ray bay, coldroom and the
cenaifuge control room. The upper level of the centrifuge conlainment structure houses
the electrical slip-rings and provides a stiff ceiling for the centrifuge operation chamber
(centre level). The centre level bas an inner diameter of 13.5 m and a ceiling height of 4.2
m with 300 mm. thiclc reinforced cooc::rete cbamber walls that main a roddill safety berm

outside. The basement level houses the centrifuge drive unit. hydraulic actuator,
~fiigmu:ion unit

aDd the fluid rotary union (FRU).

The Acutronic 680-2 centrifuge is a beam-type centrifuge with a swinging platform as
shown in Figun: 4.1. With a radius of 5.S m., it can accelerate

"

I.

model

to

approximately

200g at a rotational speed of 189 rpm. The model platfonn is 1.4 m in length and 1.1 min
width and can accommodate a model of 1.2 m in height and upwards of2.1 m at the mid
point of the platfonn. The centrifuge may accommodate a payload of 0.65 tonnes at 189
rpm and up to 2.2 tormes at a reduced speed of 134 rpm. Phillips el aJ. (1994) and Paulin
(1998) give a complete description of the C-CORE Centrifuge Centre and the Acutronic
680-2 centrifuge.

Figure 4.1

C-CORE Centrifuge Centre, Acutronic 680-2 centrifuge.

"

4.2

Model Design

Taking advantage of the experiences of other experimental modelers, the model design

incorporated ideas from other pile model Icst research. Making use of the existing
ancillary equipment. such as strong boxes and CPT actuators, the design was ancmpted to
incorporate the most cost.effectivc mute while still maintai.niDg the pn:dctermi.ned

operational requimneots. The layout of the model test pacialge is displayed in Figure 4.2

and will be described in detail within the faUowing sections.

4.1.1

PiJeModm

A cylindrical pile of2 m in diameter and IS m in length was cbosen as the prototype to
model in the centrifuge. In order to apply the concept of modelling of models. three
models of varying dimensioos were fabricated with the intent to represent the single
protOCype. FoUowing the scaling laws derived in Section (3.2). the physical dimensions of

the three pile models an: givCQ in Table 4.1 wilb. respect to the associated g-level to
properly represent the prototype condition.

T.Wt 4.1

....
Pilc 1
Pile 2
Pile 3
Prototype

-

PTocotypc pile and pile model dimensions_

.......

WaD
nJcka...

,.........
(N)

30

225

1.05

66.7

3S

263

1.23

40

300

1.4

2,000

15,000

70

S7
SO
l

57

.

Hydraulic
jack

522
723

Reaction
be.m
170
String
potentiometer

Box
extension

Load cell
1663

Pile
425

45

I

290
Sand
515
282

Strong
box

Figure 4.2

units=mm

General schematic oflhe pile model lest package, Pile 2 shown.
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The procotype pile and the pile models are

~Iatively shan

and all have a Vb ratio of 7.5.

The wall thickness of aU the models properly scale the protot)pe to give the ability to
consider the Poisson's effect presented by De Nicola and Randolph (1993).

The pile models bad a surface rougboess of 4.6 IJID and were consuueted of standard

mild steel at the Technical Services machine shop of the Memorial University of
Newfoundland. In order 10 isolate the pile shaft resistance of the pile models, both the
total capacity and the end bearing capacity were recorded. To accomplish this task the

design called for an inner rod 10 be placed within the centre of the pipe pile body thai
would be used to tr.msmil !he end bearing load to the pile bead, independent of the pile
sbail An end cap al the pile toe was bolted to a load cell, which in tum was threaded into
the inner rod as shown in Figure 4.3. A small lIP belWeeD the end bearing cap and the
pile shaft filled with a pliable silicooc kept the pile cod cap indcpcndcnt of the sbail The
silicooc was used to seal the pile cod and not pennit grains of sand to enter the space
between the cod cap and shaft that would result in end bearing load being II'aDSfened to

the shaft. Post-test analysis of the model revealed that this lechnique was effective, as it
was for Latotzke el al. (1998). To keep the inner pile assembly in position and free of the
oueer pile shaft, !he cod cap was machined to accommodate a standard ().ring. This 0-

ring eosun:d a rubber to metal
o-ring

was

CODtact

between the inner and ou[cr pile compooeDts. The

c:oated with commOD automotive

grease to limit the frictiOD at the mating

surface. To check if this connection would lock in a measurable stress on the end bearing
load cell or IranStDiI end bearing load Co the shaft. a load cell coupling check was

periodically perfonned throughout the test series. 1be check involved applying a series of
known tensile and compressive loads to the complete pile assembly while observing the
load cell response to detenninc the magnitude of load carried by the O-ring seal. It was
detennined that the O-ring connection would lock in about 10

in either the tensile or

compressive loading direction once the applied load was removed. The smallest
anticipated pile shaft capacities were about I kN thereby resulting in a potential error of
no more tban 1%.

75

-

I" rod

75 M8stud
Fillet
weld
End bearing
load cell

203

95

310
O-ring

+

!

107

Silicon sealed

Figure 4.3

Typical design layout of pile models, Pile 3 shown.
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units=mm

Using convcntioaal foundation design theory, the expected capacities of the pile models

was estimated. With this information the models were designed 10 safely accommodate
such loads. The bearing stresses and unit factored compressive resistance considering
slenderness was computed for me pile shafts and the inner rods that are required to

transmit the large end bearing loads to the pile bead.

The pile bead was mated to a load ceU measuring the tom.I pile capaciry. In turn, the load
ceU was fixed to a 92.5 leN capaciry hydJaulic cylinder that

was used for pile loading.

Two pile head ftxities were used throughout the study. The initial bead fixity chosen was
a free rotating ball joint type much like me pile model tests performed by Rezcndc et al.
(I998). The free rotating pile bead fixity proved to be troublesome. To increase test
~ry,

the secoad fixity used in the study was a simple rigid vertical coooection.

The ball joint was removed aDd the pile was bolted directly to the load cell. which in tum

was fixed directly to the hydraulic actuator. Both pile head fixities are shown in Figure
4.4.

4.22 Soil M04kI
The soil used in the modelling study was dry fiDe silica saud. Conventional labor.ltory
tests were conducted to detennine the material's physical properties. Purchased from

Shaw Resources in Nova Scotia., the 110O Alwbite silica sand bad little fines and a specific
gravity of2.65, a maximum void ratio of 1.06, a minimum void ratio of 0.65 and a mean
grain size of0.32 mm and is uniformly graded.. The physical aDd chemical properties of

"

y
a)

b)
Figure 4.4

Pile head fixities; a) free rotating ball joint, b) rigid connection.
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the modelling sud an: summarized in Table 4.2 aDd the material grain size distribution is
shown in Figwe 4.5. Used by many rc::searcben at C-CORE (Zhu 1998; Phillips et al.
2000) it is a material oflmown properties and predictable behaviour lending itself well to

known initial test conditions.

Table • .1

Pbysica.l and chemical properties offlOO Alwhite silica sand.

n)'lical P....IMCU:

Specific gravity, Gs:

r-..:
Minimum dry unit weight, r_:
Maximum dry unit weight,

U,,;

v....

I

2.65

I<N/m

15.8

I<N/m

12.7

mm

0.65
0.1
0.3

Maximum void ratio. e...:
Minimum void ratio. ,,_:

1.06

Effective grain size. dt":'
Mean grain size, d,..
Uniformilycoefficient, C.,:

1
1

MoH hardness

2.06

Cllelllicai Composldo.:

Si02
Ti02

%

F.,o,

%

LiO

%
%

%

A1,o,
Cao
MgO

98 to 98.
0.'
0.35
0.3
0.15
0.1
0.0<

OJ

100
90 80
70

~
~

"'~

60
50
40

ft. 30
20 •
10

O~o

lOT
Grain Size (rom)

Figure 4.5

Grain size distribution of #00 Alwhite silica sand.

The modelling sand is manufaclUred through a crushing process and therefore the grain
shape is generally fragmented and angular. Furthermore, the modelling sand particles are
bulky or spherical in nature with the absence of flanened or elongated panicles. For lhis
reason, the modelling sand would not be subject to orientation of elongated particles at
the sand·pile interface, which would affect the pile shaft frictional response to load
reversals. Sand composed of fragmented bulky grains will reveal dilative shear response
and therefore reveal the effects of OCR, which is a good representation of common in-

situ conditions.
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The internal angle of fiiction (tf) is known to decrease with iocreasing stress level as
reported by Bolton (1986). Detmnined from triaxia.l tests, Zbu (1998) gives functions

defining the modelling sand intemal friction angle with respect to principal stress level

(confining stress from triaxialltsts) for both peak and critical state

tor"uJ

Where ......

;.~- SJ.6-4. 7a

(4.1)

~

(4.2)

-45.'-4.09Iog/IUJ

= peak intemal fiiction angle, . . :: critical state internal friction angle. aod

C7)-principalstress level.

4.2J

IIUtnI_nuatimI

All the model instrumentation is monitored from the centrifuge conttol room. Data
acquisition is performed using a PC based data acquisition system. Amplification,
transducer excitation voltage. and filtering are provided using a custom designed signal·
conditioning system. Transducer signals are digitized with a l6-bit data acquisition board

operating through Windows based data acquisitiOD software called Snapmaster. PhiUips
Itt

aL (1994) and Paulin (1998) report in greater depth the details aDd specifications. with

n:spec;t to the data acquisition aod signal processing capabilities. of the C-CORE

Centrifuge Centre.

Pile displacement was IIlCllSUmi using rotary string potentiometers. For the pile tests with
a free rotating bead fixity. three string potentiometers were required to measure both the
vertical displacement and the pile ioclination off vertical if required. TWD striog

'"

potentiometen wen:: used for the tests with rigid I:Onnection bead fixity. with only one
actually required and the secood acting as a n:dundant instrument. In all cases the stting
poleD.tiometers wen:: mounted on beams indepeodcnt of the pile load reaction beams as

shown in Figure 4..2_ Therefore beam flcxure due [0 pile resistaJK:e was oot interpreted as
pile displacement. The potentiometers bave a linear measurement range up to 1270 mm
and were used to measure both the pile installation displacement and the cyclic
displacement during the displacement controUcd pile loading. In order to acewately
measuR:

both displacement processes.. the string pof:cntiomcters each utilized two

chanDcls for data acquisition. With a sigoal gain or amplification of one. the first channel

was used to monitor the pile installation displacemcnl. Tbe secood cbanDcl was used to
view a much smaller displacement window required to measure the cyclic displacements

after the pile was installed to depth.

~fore

the electronic zero was manually set to the

pile instalJation depth. Furthermore. the signal gain was sct to 100 and subsequently

enhanced the displacement signal by 100 times greater than the primary channel
recording the pile instaI.lation. With a signal gain of 100. the very small cyclic
displacements could be monitored aa;umtely_ Each string potentiometer was recaIibrated
periodically throughout the test series.

The pile loads were monitored with a set of custom designed load cells. A load ccU was
mounted at the pile head to record the total resistance and a second load cell was placed

within the base of each pile model to measure the end bearing resistance. As shown in
Figwe 4.3, the end bearing load was transmitted to the bead of the pile with a solid inner

..

rod made of mild steel. Two end bearing load cells were fabricated, one entirely
dedicated to Pile 3 and the second shared between Piles I and 2. The load cells were

milled from 6061 aluminwn alloy stock. and each were outfit1ed with a full-bridgc 9<JO
roseftc strain gauge layout. Four active gauges were placed in !.be uniaxial stress field,
two

aligned with the maximwn principal strain and two Poisson's gauges. Each load cell

was loaded axially 10 about 1200 micro sttain in a cahlnted

~

10 derive a loading

constant. 'Ibis calibration procedure was performed periodically throughout the lest series
to ensure the aceun.cy of the data collected.

Sand surface senlemeot was expc:c1ed during ccnnifuge spinup and this fact was
incorporated into the model design. A single linearly variable differential transformer
(LVD1) with a range of 25 mm was installed and aligned vertically with the saod bed at

the model ccntrepOinL The LVDT and mounting assembly were suppor:tt;d by the same
beams used to carry thc sDing potentiometers and

was therefore iDdependent of the pile

reaction beams. Surface settlements could then be recorded during each test set.

To dctcrmioe the suength profde and uniformity of the sand bed within the increased
gravitational field during cennifuge operation. a series of in-flight cone penetrometer
tests (CPT)

were performed. A custom designed vertical actuator used to perform the

CODe penetrometer tests was D1OUD.ted on the same reaction beams as the pile and
hydraulic cylinder. The peoetromeler was outfined with a load cell within the tip enabling

measun:m.eot of tip resistance. The peoetrometer was made of stainless steel aod bad a
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diameter of 11.2 mm with a 60'" CODe tip. CODe penetration rates were kept COnstanl al 3
mmfs over a penetration depth of 300 mIn. The verticaJ actuator was powered by a DC

stepper molor and was controlled with a PC interface using Motion Dynamics software.

4.3

HydnoUc: System

Due to the large teaction loads expected during pile installation and compressive loading,
direct vertical actuation with an eltttric gear driven actuator or pneumatic cyl.inder did
DOt appear feasible. Therefore the application of hydraulic aetuation was investigated and

implemented. Since the C-eORE caurifuge was already outfitted with a fluid rotary
union (FRU) with two vacant higb·pressun: pons, hydraulic

~

could then be

routed to the centrifuge platform without extensive modification.

4J.l

CUnftI Ciratil Hydrulic Loop

A closed circuit hydraulic loop was chosen for reasons of simplicity and strain me
control in the high gravitational field on the centtifuge platform during operation. The
system includes two identical hydraulic cylinders at either end of the closed loop, a
master and a slave. Pwcbascd from Tube Craft Atlantic Ltd. the hydrnulic cylinders were
Parker series J2 HD with a oominal operating pressure of 2500 psi (17.2 Mh). With a
bore diameter of 82.6 mm and a stroke of 343

rom. the cytinders each have a maximum

capacity of 92.6 kN. A set of remotely operated 2.way valves, a pair of pressure relief
valves and a hydrnulic recharge reservoir an: placed near the master cylinder. A 4-valve
assembly is plumbed into the hydraulic lines for manual de..airing of the closed loop

.

circuit at the high point of the system. External connections to the hydraulic circuit at
either the centrifuge platform or the de-airing valve assembly arc done with high-pressure
quick release couplings in order

10

limit the potential of air being introduced into the

system. An actuation ratio of about 85% was achieved between the master and slave. The
85% displacement efficiency rate was due to the great length of the closed loop, hose
compliance and compression of entrapped air within the hydraulic fluid. A schematic of
the closed loop hydraulic system is given in Figure 4.6.

Bleeder

~~

I~I
screws

I:

Rechar~e

reservOIr

~alv"

[~

+

Slave

Pile
Pressure relief
containment
3·way solenoid valve

Figure 4.6

I

Closed loop hydraulic system.
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4.J.1 Hydl'fudJc AetrllItDr
To achieve a closed loop hydraulic system both a master and slave cylinder are mtWred.

The master cylinder must either be depressed or pulled to actuate lbe slave. To
accomplish this, the master cylinder was bolted to a rigid reaction box constructed of l/.
(9.5mm) and III" (I2.7mm) steel plates. The master cytioder was betted to ODe end oftbc
rigid steel box. at me other end was a III Up 90 V DC Dayton gear motor with a set of2
'/2 to I reduction gears. A3 sbown in Figure 4.7, the motor and gear assembly turn a pair

of 20 mm diameter steel loading rods machined with acme thIeads at a pitch of 6 threads
per inch (25.4mm). The loading rods travel through. steel block outfined with brass
bushings and are carried by a set of thnJst bearings at either end of the box. The master
cylinder is threaded into the Steel block at the centrepoint and is actuated by operation of

the gear motor.

Remote operation of the hydraulic actuator from the centrifuge control room was
accomplished with a CUStom designed DC voltage controUer. Directional operation of the
motor is aceomplisbed by ~ing the DC current at the control box. Varying the
magnitude of the DC voltage supply enables ODe to control the motor speed.. A slide
potentiometer mounted on top of the hydraulic actuator enabled the displacement of the

hydraulic actuator and the steel loading block to be observed through the data acquisition

software. As a safety pn::c;:aution. limit switches were mounted on either eod of the rigid
box. The electric motor or gearing would be overloaded if the loading block were to
travel too far to

ODC

extreme and make contact with the steel bulkhead, therefore a limit
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switch on either end of the box was installed that if tripped would cut ofT power to the
drive motor. Funhennore. as a last measure an 8 amp fuse was placed inline between the
motor and power supply control box.

Figure 4.7

DC powered hydraulic actuator.
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CHAPTERS

Esperlmental Test Procedure

5.1

introduction

To properly perform the centrifuge pile model tests all aspects and properties of the
modelling soil and the interactioD with the steel pile model sbauld be considered. Aside
from lhe data collected during each teSt series. corruponding data was collected during
model assembly and complementary laboralOf)' tests. Relati\le density measurements
were taken during the

~rion

of the soil model and a series of standard direct shear

interface tests wen:: performed to determine the voiumctri<: bc.baviour and interface

&icrion angles oCtile modelliDg sand.

To verify the centrifuge model data the physical modelling principle modelling o/models
was followed, as described iD Section 3.3.4. Three pile models wen:: tested at varying glevels to com:spood to

ODe

prototype coadition, a lOtaI of 15 pile tests were perfonned.

To Vfrify test coDSmency and repeatability, chosen pile tests ~ repeated..

5.2

Direct Sbear Interface Tests

The interface friction angle between a cobesionlcss soil and a smooth steel surface is
known to be less than the soil's intemal angle of merion. The interface friction angle may

n

be experimentally detennined with a modified version of the standard direct shear test by

removing the lower half of the shear box and replacing it with a steel surface as shown in
Figure 5.1. 1be steel surface should be of the same material and roughness as the pile
shaft to properly model the soil-pile interface. The surface roughness of the pile models
and the steel plate were detennined with a Mitutoyo Surftest 301 surface roughness
meter. TIle surface roughness was taken as the maximum peak-ta-valley belght over both
the longitudinal and horizontal direction with respect to the primary shear direction and
for all three pile models averaged 4.3

~m.

The surface roughness of the steel block used

in direct sbear tests averaged 4.1 flIll.

Figure 5.1

Standard direct shear interface apparalUs.
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The din:ct shear box was secured to the steel block aDd by means of dry pluviation. the
sand was rained i.nto the din:ct shear box. A sand bopper with a shutter/diffuser assembly
anacbe<! beneath was used for the sand rain.iDg (pluviation) process. The sand was rained
through a circular shutter of 26 em in diameter. 'The shutter was outfitted with 13 evenly
spaced 4.0 nun diameter apertures. Three sieves beneath the shutter acted as a diffuser.

From top to bottom, the sieves: used wen: No. 10, No. 14 and No. 18 standard sieves with
apertures of 2.00, lAO and 1.00 mm respectively. The bright betweeo. the shutter and the
top sieve was 100 mm with a 50 nun gap

between the two adjacent sieve meshes. To

achieve optimum diffusing results, the mesh between each sieve was turned 45 0 from
adjacent sieves. The shutter and sieves were positioned vertically during the sand raining
process with a coostant falling beight of 250 nun from the bottom sieve to me sample

"'"""'.
A series of density cbeclcs were performed by raining the material into a calibration

container. The containers of a Icnown volume (100 em1 were removed and weighed to
determi.nc the density index achieved based on the maximum and minimum unit weights

of the material. This process was performed prior to direct. shear testing to calibrate the

ratWn:d falling

beight and material now rate to obtain the desired relative density. The

average relative densities (10) obcaiocd were about 18 % and match the range of densities
(10 - 800/. . see Figure 5.3) used in the centrifuge soil models.

Sbear tests followed ASTM 0 308G-90 standards as pn::senred by Bowles (l992) aDd
involved sbearing!be sand samples UDder oormaJ sttases (0;,) of 25. 40 and 60 kPa.. A
lolaI of 8 cyclic tests were performed. Shearing

was perfonned with a standard manually

operaled direct sbear apparalUS manufactured by Wykebam Farrance Engineering Ltd.
UDder dry conditions and at a constant sbear rate of 0.14 mmlmin, the sample was
sheared over a hori%onlal distance of 1.4 mm while monitoring the vertical displacement
and the applied bori%ontalload. To complete an individual lest, a total of9 load reversals

were executed. 1be C)'Clic testing or load revenals were applied to determine the
interface friction angles in both directions. The forward or initial direction of shearing
would

~resmt

the primary or compressive direction of pile loading. Conversely,

sbearing in the reverse direction would then n:prese:nt the tensile pile coodition. The
cyclic sbearing process continued over 9 load reversals to obtain the residual state and
measure the constant volume interface friction angles (a..,) in both directions.

5.3

Centrifuge Model Prepandon

The C-CORE Centrifuge Centre has a room dcdic:ated to sand raining where the

modelling sand was pW::ed into a circular strong box by means of dJ:y pluviarioo.. As
shown in Figure S.2, the te:sl container was placed under a tubular steel frame outfiued
with a reciprocating sand boppc:r. The saDd hopper travels along the nUls and empties the
contents into the strong box at the predc:tennined rate. The sand flow rate is controlled by
manipulating the position of the gate valve type opening at the bottom of the hopper.
Furthermore. the horizontal displacements, velocities, accelen.tions and number of

"

operational cycles of the hopper are all controlled with a PC interface and the PCMC
mOlion controller software. A timing belt and sprocket combination powered by an
electric motor moves the hopper horizontally along a pair of rails. Produced by Japan
Servo co Ltd, the DC stepper motor type KP8M2FP-OOI enabled precise control of the
hopper displacement, velocity, acceleration and deceleration.

Figure 5.2

Sand raining equipment.
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The test container was outfitted with a metal cutting edge on the upper most box edge to
limit the boundary influence on the pluviating sand grains. To obtain a bomogeneous
sand density profile COnstaDt sand falling height should be maintaioed., but the elevation
of the strong box was not altered tbrougbout the pluviation process. Pluviating at heights

greater than the terminal velocity height should result in uniform sand densities. The

terminal velocity height was determined to be about 500 mm for #00 Alwhite silica sand
(Zhu., 1998). The falling height for the setup shown in Figure 5.2 nmged from 1270 mm
initially aDd tenninatcd at

ns mm after achieving the final depth of sand. Possibly due to

rigid bouDdaty effects and an air curralt generated from the bopper movements, slight
density variations were detected for falliog heights weU beyood SOO mm. It is believed
that the sand particles were

DOt

able to achieve tenninal velocity and were therefOR:

affected by variance in falling beight. Determined from density cups placed in the model
during material placement, the R:lative densities achieved over three separale lest beds
are plotted with sand depth in Figure 5.3 and R:vcals an average R:lative density 0(71 %
at the model surface and 8 I % at the model base.

The sand was deposited about 20 to 30 mm thicker than the test design level. The excess

SlUfac:e sand was removed with a vacuum with a precision oozzle guided by a pair of
reference beams to achieve the desired surface level. The initial thickDcss of the sand
samples for all tests was 545

mID.
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Sand model relative density profile.

Model Testing Procedure

During the initial centrifuge spinup of an undisturbed lest bed, settlement of the sand
sample is expected. A common practice employed to accommodate such settlements is to
cycle or vary the centripetal velocity between the operational test speed and some lower
speed, which corresponds to cyclic I-V compression. Rczcndc et al. (1998) stated that a
minimum of three cycles must always be performed before installing the pile to eliminate

sand settlement effects. After three cycles the settlements had stabilized.
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The rigid steel circ:ular strong box containing the soil model bad an inner diameter of900
mm with a final sand depth of S45

mm.. PIles wett installed allhree locations within each

test sample. With every pile installation a cone penetrometer test was implemented. The

CPT actuator was located on the opposite end of the same beam assembly as the
hydnulie pile actuator. When the first test set was completed, the beam assembly was

rowed 120" co position me pile and coae penetrometer over an undisturbed ponion ofme
sand bed for me second test set of the series. Upon completion of test set two, the beam

assembly was again rotated another 120" co the third test position as shown in

Fi~

5.4.

The notation used to distinguish the separate pile tests and associated CODe penetrometer
tests foUows; the first sand model bed prepared for testing Pile 1 is DCMed as test series

Pile IA. whemu the seamd sand modet bed is test series Pile lB. The same logie is
followed for Pile 2 and Pile 3 test series. Within each test series ~ thft:c individual pile
aDd cone tests, labeled as test scts. The first pile lest of a given series is denoted by the
series title followed by a dash and set number, one through three. The same notation is
followed for the associated cone penetrometer tests.

The rigid boundary cooditioos

1ft;

the most critical for Pile 3, the largesI pile tested Fex

Pile 3 with an outer diameter of 40 mm. !be distaoc:e from the pile toe to the boltOm of me
model container was 6.1 pile diameters and the horizontal distance to any rigid boundary

was 6.15 pile diamelerS. For Pile I, the smallest pile of the test group, vertical and
horizontal distances were 10.1 aDd 9.2 pile diameters, respectively. The recommendations

of the imposed rigid boundary conditions given in Section 33.6 state that a minimum of

6 pile diameters should exist between the pile toe and the container bottom and at least 7

diameters to the rigid borizootal boundary of the test container walls. Piles I aDd 2 pass
the boundary limit criteria while Pile 3 is at the recommeoded limit and may be
influeoced by the boundaries imposed by the test container.

With the centrifuge operating at test speed and the pile banging free in the air, the pile

was jaclu:d. into the sand bed at a rate of 0.66 mmlsec:. After about two thirds of the pile
length had penetrated, the jacking process was halted to allow the master bydraulic
actuator 00 recharge and complete the pile installation. When the pile was jacked moo the
final position the IOtal measunble load was removed prior 00 initiating the first load

cycle. Owing the first load cycle a compressive displacemeDt of 3 mm was applied. After

the compres5ive displacement, the pile was left in position for about 45 secoods prior to
initiation of the first load reversal. The tensile load was applied and limited to an upward
vertical displacement of 3 mm above the original jaclting depth. In total, 40 load reversals
weR

applied within the same displacement window, with 45 sec:ood pawes between load

applications and at an average loading rate of 0.2 mm1sec. For each pile test, a cone

penetration leSt was performed ooce the 40 load reversals W~ completed... Each cone leSt
bad a constant pcnetrarion rate of3 mm1sec aod. penetration depth of3oo mm.

Plan View

•

Pile test
•

Figurc5.4

CPT

units=mm

Model test locations.
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Some small forms of modeUing enor have been ioc:orporated. into the model design and
test procedure. The data acquisition system (DAS) zero points for- the pile load cells

~

taken wbeD the cc:o.ttifuge was at operational cest speed and the pile was banging

me

above the sand surface. 1bis was a convenient point to accept as the point of zero load,
but this positioo of zero point theoretically does DOt yield the same zero value as the final
test position wben the pile is at depth. The gravitational field in the centtifuge model

increases with the effective radius of rotation and the square of the angular velocity.
Since the eod bearing load cell is of little mass, the influence of effective radius would be

minimal whereas the total pile capacity load ceU is laraer and supports the entire pile
assembly. The amount of zero point error incurred on the total. pile capacity load cell for
the Pile 3 test series translates to about 58 N. The toW mor for Pile I is about 68 N. Pile
I is smaller and

was expected to yield much smaller loads and therefore was considered

the critical COoditiOD for load cell error due 10 changes in effc:c;tive radius. Based on the
minimum expected static sbaft capacity, the errors equate to 4.8% and 2% for Piles I and
3 respectively.

Test locations offtbe centreliDe axis of rotation wiD resu.lt ina 1atenIl component oftbe
~

field and an extra lateral force on the pile. Pile tests were performed in locations up

to 160 mm off the centreline axis of rowioll- Therefore. the maximum latera.l component

oftile stress field is less than 2g for all pile tests.

5.5

Post-Test lDvestigatioD

In a pOSHest c:xamination of the model, the pile inclination off vertical aDd material
orientation at the sand,·pile interface were identified For pile tests with a free rotating
head fixity the pile inclination off vertical was recorded in·flight by orienting three string
potentiometcn in the centres 00 three of the sides of the pile bead. Post-test examination
of inclination confirmed wbat was already recorded through the data acquisitioo system..

During excavation of the test material sand grain crushing at the sand-pile intetface was
recognized. whicb most likely occurred due to the high end bearing stresses experienced
duriDg pile jaclcing. The fine crusbed sand at eacb test location was collected for further
analysis.

An attempt was made 10 collect an undisnubcd sand sample from the sand-pile interface.

After the third test set of series Pile IB was completed. the pile was left. in the sand bed.
The sand surface was then covered with gcotextile and the perimeter was scaled withjUllt
the pile bead exposed. The upper portion of the strong box was then filled up with sand
until the box was entirely full. A plywood cover was bolted to the top of the strong box
enclosing the model aDd overburden material. The plywood cover bad two removable
slats positioned directly above aDd 10 one side of the in-p1acc pile. The strong box was

then positioned on its side sucb that the slats could be mnovcd. With the strong box on
its side, excavation of the overburden to the point of the model surface could be
undertaken. The modelling sand was excavated along the length of the pile at a di.stao<:e

13

of about 50 mm from the pile surface. A hardening solution was applied to the sand along
the pile length. The pile could then be removed from the model with an undisturbed sand
sample attached along the length of the pile, as shown in Figure 5.5. The pile was cut
horizontally and longitudinally to prepare thin sections from both axes. The thin sections
were viewed under a microscope in order to identify the amount of particle crushing and
particle orientation along the interface.

Figure 5.5

a) Sand-pile interface sample, test set Pile 18-3; b) Pile I cut and
sectioned to obtain both a horizontal and longitudinal sand-pile interface
thin section, test set Pile 18-3.

CllAPTER6

Experimental Test Results

6.1

Direct Sbear Interface Tests

Standard di1ect shear interface testS pvc the peak interface frictioo aDgies (4....) and also
provided the residual or coostant volume interface friction angles (4,) for both the
primary and sccoodary shear directioos. Peak sbear stresses (r) observed over the fim
sbear cycle of each test set: reveal that the peak interface friction angles ranged between
27.5° and 23.8" depending on the nonnal sttess levels, as shown in Figure 6.1. The peak

interface friction angles decrease with stress level, which is in aceordaDce

~ith findin~

by Zhu (1998) who performed similar lcsts and observed such behaviour for this material.
After the first load reversal, sbearing in the sccoDdary direction revealed a reduction in
sbcarscress by up to 20% aDd a reduction in the interface friction angle orup to 5".

The cyclic shear tests revealed what was a.sswned

lO

directions. both of which decreased with stress level. The

be

4.. values for- both shear

CODStaDt

volume coadition was

never truly achieved but the volumettic bebaviour tended towards a steady state. The
average

COnstaDt

volume interface friction angles and the average interface friction angles

measured during the initial sbear in the primary direction an: summarized in Table 6.1.

IS

30

Total pile capacity

25

6
Time (min.)

Figure 6.10

Pile loads activated from the first three load cycles (pile 3A·3).
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reduction in shear stress occurred within Ihe first two load reversals and the onset of Ihe
critical state was establisbed ralher quickly.
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Figure 6.2

Typical cyclic direct shear interface behaviour (a. = 60 kPa).

The plastic volumetric strains observed throughout the test series did not reveal a
consistent correlation between strain and stress level. Although, the general trend was
Ihal dilative volumetric strain in the order of 0.04% during Ihe first load cycle was
followed by contractive volumetric strains with continuous load reversals. The maximum
contractive volumetric strain was 0.4% after 9 load reversals. The material was assumed
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to be near the critical density at the onset oftestiDg. Although a steady state was obtained

with respect to sbear ~gth. a constant volume state

was never acbieved since

continuous contractive strains persisted in an enatic manner. It was assumed that a
constant volume state was reacbed and that lbe smail compressive strains observed were
due to material losses at the interface gap. Due to dry coDditions and

me

material's

worbbility in this state a small portion of the sand sample was observed to work fn::e of

the direct sbear box dwiDg load reversals. Post-test observations did DOt n:vea.I the
presence ofp:uticle cru.shing at the sbear interface.

6.2

CODe PeDetrometer Tests

Three cone penettometer tests were performed in each sand sample, one per pile
pc:netrometer test

was executed

at the cod of eacb pile lest set prior to

I~t.

The

centrifuge

spiodown and repositioo.ing of the beam superstructure. ~fore each penetrOmeter test
would be carried out under slightly different cooditions. Wilb increasing number of lest

sets, the soil was subject 10 additional centrifugal acceleration and deceleration that could
cause further compressivelstn:ss cycling of the soil. Ftutbennore, the amount of sample

disturbance from pile SlId cone tests iDcre:ases with increasing test sets. The combination
of the two factors may explain the observed iDcre:ase in cone penettometer tip resistance
with increasing test set numbers. Table 6.2 aod Figure 63 conlain the peak cone tip
resistances for all three: lest sets of the five lest series, at lIlOdel depths corresponding 10
IS m in the prototype. Maximum and minimum tip rcsistaDCCS are 31 and 19 MPa

.

respectivcly, with an average of 25.8 MPa. A typical plot of CPT q., with model depth is
given in Fig'ln 6.4.

Table 6.2

Test Series
PilclA

Pilc 18

PilclA

Peak CYT tip resistance at 15 m prolOlype depth.

T......
Cone lA-I

22

Cone IA-3

31

Cone IS-I

I'

Cone 1S-2

22.5
24

Cone 1S-3
Cooe2A-1

22
2.

Conc2A-3

31

Conc 28-1

26
24.5

Cone 2S-2
Pilc3A

25

Cone tA-2

Cone 2A-2
Pilc2B

• .,(MPa)

Cooe2S-3
Cone3A-1

26.5

25

Cone 3A-2

2.

Cone 3A-3

30

Vertical displacements measured at the model centrepoint reveal that on avenge 65% of

the final surface senlements occur during the ccnttifuge cycling process prior to
executing the first test set and about 25% and 10% subsequent 00 test sets 2 and 3,

respectively. The summation of the total observed settlement. including settlement prior
to testing, translates to an avetage increase in model fa of about 1..5%, which is DOt

significant enough to explain the

~ing tJmd

..

in CPT q., values.

35

2

Test SCi
CPT qc trend with increasing test sets at 15 m prototype depth.

Figure 6.3
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Figure 6.4

CPT qc soil model profile and increasing strength trend with lest sets
(Series Pile 1B).

The physical boundary conditions imposed on lbe cone penetrometer test locations an::

thought to be the factors influencing lbe increasing trend of cone tip resistance q" with
iDcreasing test sets. As shown in

Fi~

5.4, in given test: sets a pile !eSt is performed

within 180 mm from. the CPT location. The pile models are closed end aDd tbercfon:
displace a significant amount of material. BoUDdary conditions reponed in Section 3.3.6
state that a pile model requires a minimum of 7 or 8 pile diameters from a rigid borizontal
boundary to avoid boundary influence. Fwtbermore. the horizontal boundary conditions
required foc CPTs is n:commended u a minimum of 10 CODe diamelClS. The boundary
conditions imposed between pile test locations IJld CPT locations range from 4 to 5.5 pile
diameters. therefoR: the CPT would be expected 10 be influenced by adjacent pile testing.

K.ezdi (1964) reported that soil displacements within an area of3 pile diameters from the
pile centn:line may be experienced with pile driving or jacking into a medium-dense

sand. Accordingly, the soil is densified from pile ins1aIlation causing an increase in CPT
tip

~istance.

The first cone lest of each series is a significant distance from the

associated pile test, while the second cone test of the series is performed oat lO the pile
test location oftbc prior test: and finally the third cone test is bound by pile tests on eilher

side and would tbm:forc be expecled to yield larger tip resistances thaD sets I IJld 2.

The pile tests do not have the same imposed boundary cooditiODS as the associated CPT.

The first pile test of each test series and the conesponding CPT are both performed in an
undisnubed location. The second pile test is performed next to the previous CPT while
the second CPT is perfonned

next to

the tim pile test, which displaces more soil and

imposes a greater influence than a CPT. The third and final pile test is bound by pn:vious
CPTs on either side of the test location while the third CPT is bound by a prior pile test
on either side. Considering the sequence aDd timiDg of eacb component of a test series, it
can be coDCluded that the cooc: lest gives a good measurement of the model soil scrength
profile in the first pile test location and giw:s sLighdy larger soil stn:ngtb readings for the

second aDd third pile tests. Therefore estimation of pile capacity with a CPT would yield
an increasingly less conservative prediction as the number ofleS! sets increase.

Thm: geometrically similar pile models were tested at different g-Ievels. A summary of
the testing series is given in Table 6.3.

Table6..J
TestSerles

Summary of pile model test series.

Tat""

....

POe dlalHte:r
(
)

....

~d

POe_p
(

)

(N)

Pile IA·I,2.3
Pile 18.1.2.3

22'

Pile 18

22'

30
30

66.7
66.7

Pile IA

Pile2A

Pile 2A.1.2. 3

Pile2B

Pile 2B-I, 2.3

263
263

3'
3'

'7
'7

Pile3A

Pile 3A.I. 2. 3

300

40

'0

Both lesl series Pile IA and Pile IB were performed with free rotating pile head fIXity.

The pile moc;Iel tested was 30 mm in

~,
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22.S mm loog and was tested at 66.7g to

correspood to the prototype of 2 m in diameter and 15 m in length.. Due 10 the free beaded
pile bead fixity, test sets Pile lA-I and Pile IA·2 n:sultcd in pile inclinations off the
vertical by 15 much 15 4 0 , which n:sulted in a large portion of the total pile load being
carried by the shaft. This situation is undesinlble since the same degree of pile inclination
is DOC easily repeatable between tCSl: sets and inhibits data comparison and verification of
test repeatability. The iterative process of balancing the pile 10 achieve venical
installation resulted in Pile IA-3 being installed only about

2J)0

off vertica.l. and a near

vertical pile instaJ.lation for test set Pile 18-1 and penectly vertical installatioas for sets
Pile 1B-2 and 18-3. Test set Pile 18-1 iDcurred technical difficulties in measuring pile
displacements and only remitted partial data. Plots of the pile iDstallation rcsistaDces with

depth (Figures 6.5a and 6.5b) reveal the effect of pile inclination on sbaft rcsistaDce. The
shaft rcsiscance of an inclined pile model picks up much more quickly with depth than a
truly vertical installation thae appears 10 only pick up significanl shaft load after about
five pile diameters of penetration.. It is for this muon that only the vertical installations
will be dim:tly compared to

ODe

another (Section 6.6). It should be DOted that there is

some skepticism with respect 10 the load rcsistancc data for the inclined piles. Due to the
introductioo of beoding moment into the total load cell, the data obtained may be colTUpt
.since the load cell

was oot designed

to carry a momenL The complete set of test data is

contained in the supplementary CJ).ROM (Han.ke, 2001).

&tb test series Pile 2A and Pile 2B were performed with rigid pile head fixity. The pile
mode( tested was 3S mm in diameter. 263 mm long and was tested at S7g to correspond
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to the prototype of2 m in diameter and IS m in length. Due 10 the rigid pile bead fixity,
teSt series Pile 2A and 2B rendered consistent and repealable test results.

Test series Pile 3A was performed wilh both rigid pile bead fixity and with free rotating
ball joint bead fixity. The pile model leSted was 40 mm in diameter, 300 mm in length
and was tested at SOg to correspood to the chosen prototype pile. Test sets Pile 3A·I and
Pile 3A-Z were executed wilh the free rotating ball joint bead foot)' like both the Pile I
teSt series. Like the

initial Pile I tesl sets (series Pile tA) the problem of ba1aDcing the

pile proved difficult and excessive pile iDc:lioation off ve:n:ica.l c:nsued.. The final pile
batter for both test sets exceeded JO and the decision to cease testing prior to completing
40 load reversals was made for set Pile 3A-2, therefore a complete set of data was nOI
obtained.. The third test set of the series (pile 3A-3) was perfonned with the rigid pile
bead fixity 10 avoid the problems encountered wilhin the two prior test sets.

The test results for the piles which were installed vertically are as follows; The loads

activated during load testing (total load, end bearing and sbaft resistance) are ploned for
the firsl3 load cycles for Pile 18-2 on Figure 6.6, for Pile:zB..2 on Figure 6.8 and for Pile
3A·3 on Figure 6.10. End bearing and shaft lQistanc:es are plotted venus displacement
for tbe respective piles on Figura 6.7, 6-9 and 6.11. Each pile is displaced 3 mm. above
and 3 mm below the original drive depth, which constitutes the refem1Ce datum. The

maximum tensile sbaft capacity is reached very quicldy and is maintained for the lotal
cyclic tensile displacement of 6

mID.

ConveISCly, the stan of a given compressive cycle

.s

scc:s the pile being displaced downwanl. from a point 3 mm above the reference datum

where the compressive shaft resistance is virtually equal to the tensile shaft. resistanCe.
After about 3 mm of compressive displacement, or 10% of the pile diameter. the pile is

considcm1 to have reached full failure (Toolan

f!t

aL 1990; Terzaghi

f!t

aI. 1996).

Although, at the point wbete the pile tip reaches the reference danun and. the pile is
thought to have rcac:hcd full failure, the compressive shaft resistance starts to increase
significantly reaching a maximum after 3 mm of further compn:ssive displacement. Total
pile resistaoee. end bearing and shaft resistaDCC, inclination off vertical and post-cyclic
resistaoc.es are summarized in Table 6.4 for lest series Pile IA and Pile IB, in Table 6.5
for piles 2A and 2B aDd in Table 6.6 for Pile 3A.

Pile 3A·3 bad a clearance problem at the pile tip. The space between the end bearing cap
and the pile shaft was not sufficicut to keep the two load trnnsfcrring mechanisms
scpral2tc_

It was observed thai: during compressive loading a portion of the end bearing

load was transferred to the pile shaft and interprclCd through DAS as shaft resistance..
Conversely. tensile loading was

DOt

affected and remined the expected tensile load

behaviour. Post·tcst examination of the pile assembly revealed minimal clearance
between the end cap aod pile shaft. Cah1ntioo of the pile assembly in this state. to

delineale the magnitude: of load transfer, proved difficult and was DOl completed to
satisfaction. the total load recorded is correct but the portion oftbc end bearing is under

rcprcscntcd whcmu the shaft resistance in com~ion is too high.. The tensile shaft
resistance was DOt affected and therefore permits a basis for estimating the true

.

compressive shaft and end bearing resistance based on the shaft to end bearing ratios of
Pile I and Pile 2. The estimates of compressive shaft resistances and end bearing for Pile
3A-3 are given in Table 6.6 along with the actual measured data.
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Pile loads activated from the first three load cycles (Pile 1B-2).
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End bearing and shaft capacity response to cyclic loading (Pile I B-2).
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Pile loads activated from !he flf'S11hree load cycles (Pile 2A-2).
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Pile loads activated from the ftrstlhree load CYCles (Pile 3A.3).
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End bearing and shaft capacity response to cyclic loading (pile 3A-3).
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T.blt6.•

Pile load dala, lesl series Pile IA and Pilc lB.

Seri.. 1

~t I

Pile IA

ii

I

Petl-Cyclk Knlll.nee

(kN)

(kN)

Sh.ft

EM

SAI.ft

S"'''

C.Mp.

Ttadoa

Beana.

Ttalto.

I Pile lA-I

10.9

2

17.8

Compo
*Co.t.l
8.S
'(2.4)

£ad
Scaria.

1.1

14

Pile IA-2
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2

17.8

7.0
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1.1

Pilc IA-)
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1.3

13.9

S.8
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0.8

I Pilc IB-I
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..

..

2.2
'(O.S)
0.9
'(0.3)

I
Pile IB

Tnt Cycle No. I Knlll.aee

Sill."

I cycln
No. I S.tter I Htad
(dq.) Fixity
N

13

4

12.1

14

3.6

Free

12.3

20

2.S

F""

..

7

1

F""

0.4

17.9

20

0

Free

O.S

17.9

20

0

Free

'H
Pilc 18-2
Pilc IB-)

1.8
I.S

I

1.2

IS.2
11.4

• CompressIVe shaft resl.lance, dlSp. < 1()oJ. pllc dla.

F""

Pile load dala, tesl ,erie. Pilc 2A and Pile 2B.

Table6.S

Series

Pile2A

i

I
Pile 28

I

Sel

1

I Pilc2A·1

Tnt Cyde No.1 Reslsl.nce
(kN)

'Oll..cydlc Reslst..ce
(ON)

I

.y"" I
No.

Bauer
(dq,)

SlIIaft
Co.p.
-(COM.)

Sliall
Teasloa

[ad
Seari'a

N

20.1

2.2
'(0.5)

0.5

19

20

0

E.d

SlIIa"
Co.p.

SIII_"
Teasloa

Beariaa

2.8

I.S

I

Head
'lilly

Fixed

I Pile2A·2

2.4

I.S

19.2

2.1
'(0.6)

0.6

17.5

20

0

Fixcd

Pile2A·)

3.3

1.8

20.8

2.8
'(0.8)

0.7

19.)

20

0

Fixed

I Pilc 2B·)

2.7

1.4

19.3

2.3
'(0.5)

0.5

18.6

20

0

Fixed

2.4

0.5

18.6

20

0

Fixed

0.7

19..5

20

0

Fixed

Pile 28.2T

2.6

Pile 28·)

3.2

T T
1.6

19.5

1.8

20.1

Compressive shaft rCSlSlancc, dlsp. < 10% pllc dla.

-(0.6)

2.8
'(0.7)

Table 6.6

Pile load data, lest series Pile JA

Series

ScI

Tnt Cycle No. I Resistance

POII-Cyclk Reslslance

(kN)

PilcJA

(kN)

Sliaft
Compo

Shaft

End

Tension

Bearing

Pile3A·1

13.1

2

12.5

PileJA·2

12.4

2.1

17.2

Pile3A·J

13.4

2.S

17.1
[26.S]

Sliaft
Compo
*(Comp)
14
'(2)

Shaft
TenAon

0.8

14.1

11.1

2

14.6

1

14.2
[21.S]

End

No.
cycles
N

110ft...

Head

(de••)

Fixity

20

7.2

F""

4

7.S

Free

20

0

Fixed

Bearla.

'H
[5.l]

10.1
[2.5}

-(2)
- Compressive shaft resistance, disp. < 100.4 pile dia.
I J Estimated mall:imum compressive resistances (Pile JA·3).

6.4

ModeDlDK of Mode"

The modelling of models procedure descnbed in Section 3.3.4 provides a cbcclc for the
modelling procedure. Since the acceleration level and the size of the model are directly
related, direct similarity between lhe modelling of modds is expected if significant error

is DOC encountered. To follow the method of modelling of models, the stress levels at

bomologous points between models of different geometric scale should be equal since
stn:ss scales :1t 1.- J betweeo like models and the correspooding prototype. This

comparison may not only be applied towards the pile model tests but may also be applied
10 dIe soil model strength profLIc determined with the CPT.

The CPT results given in Sectioo 6.2 include qc values from IS tests and 3 diffcmn glevels at the represeotarive prototype design depth all within :!: 10% of the average
despite the influence of varyins degrees of soil disturbance from adjacent piles of

different diameters

(Fi~

6.3). This initially suggestS the verification of the centrifuge

modelling procedure to produce consistent sand models at varyingg-lcvcls.

Comparison of average pile shaft stresses (f;) and end bearing stresses (q",) for similar test
sets of the three pile models has been dooe in an attempt to substantiate the test dara and

coofinn the modelling of models principle. For comparative pwposes. only test sets of
piles with no measun.blc inclination for free beaded footy

Of"

piles with a fixed headed

fixity are directly comp.aRd. Furthermore, due to the observed soil model densification

with increasing test sets, the test sets chosen for modelling of models comparison are all

of the same set magnirude and an:: tbcn::fore assumed to have the same relative density.

1be test sets chosen are Pile 18-), Pile 2A-), Pile 28-) and Pile )A-). lbe 4 rest sets
mentioned are all of set number) and all were of a fixed pile bead fixity except for Pile
IB-) whicb was of a free rotating bead fixity but was perfonned with no measurable
inclination and

theref~

may be directly compared 10 piles with rigid pile bead fixity.

Table 6.1 compares the pile: shaft and end bearing stress levels of the 4 test sets
mentioned above. As descn.'bed in Section 6...5, Pile )A-) bad a struerwal deficiency that
transferred end bearing load to the pile shaft. By wing the shaft to end bearing resistance
ratios from Piles I and 2, the true compressive shaft resistance and end bearing was
estimated. Both the measured values and the estimated values are given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1

Set

Model stress level comparison.
Test Cycle No. I Strnses

••

[,(C)
(kPa)

[,(1)
(kPa)

(MPa)

Pile IB-)

10.8

6L)

Pile2A-)

114.1

Pile2B-3

110.1

)55.4

663

Pile)A-)

[,(1)
(kPa)

(MPa)

24.6

42.5
*14.2

23.6

25.)

622

2(,6

622

20.9

96.8
*21.1
96.8
*24.2

[98.IJ

.

..

POft-qdk SlresMI
[,(C)
(kPa)

1).6

261.9

[21.1J

[66.3J

242

20.1

242

22.9

26.5

T=tenslon

[ ] Estimated maximum compressive values (Pile 3A-3).

107

-15.2
*-15.1
-12.6
-18.1

113

-24.6

[-12.4J

%
-61.5

-61.1
-61.1

...,

*-45.9
Avence

Compressive shaft stress, disp. < 10% pile dia.

df,
(I)

[17.4J

*53.1

C=c:ompresslon

df,
(C)
%
-40
*-80

-23.1~'e

*-69.9-;'_

-60.9-;'

The tensile shaft stress levels over the first load ~Ie an: very uniform between the three
pile models for the test sets compared in Table 6.1. The compressive sbaft. resistances
over the same Icst period an: not as close and do Dot plot as linear as the tensile
resistances, shown in Figure 6.l2a. CODvenely, the end bearing stresses over the first
load cycle are fairly uniform much like the tensile shaft resistance. It should be ooled that
the co~ive resistances planed for the Pile 3A·3 test set are the estimated values.
This manipulation of data is supported by the fact that the tensile resistaDCe for this set
plotted linearly with the olber associateclleSlS and was DOt manipulated in any way. Both
the tensile shaft stress and end bearing stresses give uniform values and would therefore
support the cOOCC'ption that the centrifuge modelling procedures employed throughout the
leSt ~es yield data that appears to be able to be txtnpolated to the full-scale prototype.

Observing the posr.-cyclic stress levels reported in Table 6.7 reveals a similar swess level

trend as seen during the first load cycle. As sbown in Figure 6.12b, the tensile shaft
stresses are quite uniform between the 4 lest selS, as is the post.cydic pile end bearing
stress levels. As shown in Figures 6.7, 6.9 and 6.11 there are two distinct levels or stages
of post-cyclic compressive shaft resistance throughout the compressive load cycle. Two
staleS ofcompressive shaft resistaDce were plotted; the shaft stress observed after a sma1.I
displacement «10% pile dia.) and the maximum shaft stress achieved at the completion
of the compressive load cycle (disp. > 10% pile dia.). like the pre.-eyclic condition., the
maximum compressive shaft stress levels exln"bit a slightly more erratic r=ponse, while
the small displacement shaft stress appe:ar-ed to increase liDearly with pile diameter.

Conversely, the relative magnitude of average tensile shaft stress degradation with cyclic
loading was observed to be extmnely unifonn. all SClS within :0.750/. . while the

compressive shaft stn:sses display a variance pealer than 20%..

Both the tensile shaft stresses and end bearing stresses give unifonn values and would
therefore validate the model data and inaease the

~bility of

the centrifuge modeUing

procedures employed. The erratic values of the compressive shaft stress levels can DOl be

entirely acxounted for. A possible source of error could be from a lateral. loading force
present for test locarioas off the centreline of cenlrifuge travel. Therefore a small moment
is created and transfem;d to the primary load cell located at the pile bead. Further
difference may be accounted for from the differm[ pile bead fixities aDd from OIhCl" small
improvements to the testing procedwe that were implemented as the testing program
developed.
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Figure 6.l2a End bearing and shaft stress levels over load cycle No.1.
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/
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• Compressive shaft stress, disp. < 10% pile dia.
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Figure 6.llb Post-cydic end bearing and shaft stress levels after 40 load reversals.
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6.5

Post·Test Flndlnes

Post-lest excavation revealed a significant amount of sand particle crushing at lhe test
locations of piles and

CODe

pcoetrometers. DuriDg excavatioo of the sand material an

attempt was made to mrieve some ofme crushed particles from lbe test loc:atioos. Due to
dry conditions and the rnalerial's workability in this state a significant portion of the
rettieved sand was contaminaled wilb virgin malena!, i.e. sand grains !hal were DOt at the
shear interface and

~fort:

wen::

not

subject to crushing.. Thus, !be sand sample

collected provided a very conservative measure of !he extent of particle crushing a100g
!he sand-pile interface. In Figure 6.13 !he gradations of Ibe virgin malerial and Ibe
crushed post-test sample are compared to reveal a definite increase in !be per«nlage of

fines.

from less than 1% to 12%. M reponed by Lehane and Jardioe (1994), !be constant

volume interface friction angle (£,.) is influenced by Ibe active mean particle size at the
sand-pile interface. As Ibe mean particle size decreases, Ibe constant volume interface
friction angle inc:reases. Therefore, !he interface friction angles determined wilb !be
modified direct shear interface apparatus would uoderestimate the friction angles within

!be pile model tests since Ibe direct shear Iests did DOt sbow any evidence of particle
crushing.

A sample of !be sand-SlCCI inte:rtiace was obtained for
longitudinal thin-sections wen:

p~

lest set

Pile IB-3. Horizontal and

and analyzed under a microscope in an attempt

to delineale Ibe extent of fine sand particle acewnuJation at Ibe sand-steel interface. The

thin-sections were cut from. Pile 1

at

a distance of about 40 mm above the pile IOe.
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Figures 6.14a and 6.14b show the magnified sand-steel interfaces of the longitudinal and
horizontal sections respectively. At a magnification of 170 times, the slides indicate an
accumulation of fine material at the steel interface. The magnitude or band thickness of
the crushed material is difficult to detennine due to the poor clarity of the thin-sections.
Due to the spherical nature of the modelling sand and the absence of elongated or platy
grain shapes, particle orientalion was not observed.

100
Pre-Test

81T

Post·Test

20
--10'1

Grain Size (mm)
Figure 6.13

Comparison of gradation between virgin sand and a sample taken from the
pile test locations containing crushed particles.

112

Steel Surface

Scale 1:170

Figure 6.14a Longitudinal thin-section of Pile IB-3 showing the post-cyclic sand-steel

interface.

113

Figure 6.14b Horizontal thin-section of Pile IB·3 showing the post-cyclic sand-steel

interface.
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CHAPTER 7

nata Analysis

7.1

Comparlsoa of Analytical PredJ.cdoDJ to Measured Data

The physical modelling da1a presented in Table 6.1 reveals reasonable similariry between
stress levels and degradation rates with C)'I;lic loading for the three pile models tested.

For this reason., the pile sbaft stress levels given in Table 6.1 were averaged and
convened to a resistance at prototype scale, as sbowu in Table 7.1. The measun:d pre.
C)'Clic and post-cyclic 3haft leads will be compared to diffc:rml forms of anaI}1ical
predictlOD..

large

disClepu!l:i~

beh.een the various procedures are apparalL

Discrepancies occur with n::spcct to tbe interface liiction angle (8). magnitude: and
method of determination, but more so with

~

to me canb pressure cOI:fficient (K).

The tensile and compressive shaft resi$t8.Dces for measured ;. 6 and varying K values
have been computed and pn:sented in Table 7..2 at prototype scale.

Table 1.1

Pile model shaft capacities praeoted at prototype scale.

Loadiq Direcdo.
Cyde I
Q., (kN)
Cycle 20
Q. (kN)
Tension
S900
2300
Compression
9300
6200
• Compression
N/A
2800
• Post-cyclic compressive shaft resistance, disp. < 100/. pile ma.

Table 7.1

•

Computed pile shaft resistance at prototype scale with mea.suml. ; aDd 6
values and variow recommended earth pressure coefficiCDts K.

6

Earth Prusllre Coemdeat

f,

Q.

}{

(kPa)

(kN)

8.1
13.9

760

"Ii-

4-

43.8°

22'

"-

K,
CFEM
APIRP2A,141R ed.

API!lP2A, IS cd.
Craig (1997)

0.18

0.31

'.50
0.62
0.70
0.80
"1.5
2.00

""-

<fa

4-

0.24
0.39
4.1
0.78
0.7
0.8

K,
CFEM

2465
21.8
31.4
35.9
67.2
89.6
10.2
16.6
174.6

1300
23000
2600
3000
3400
6300
8400

960
1600
16500
3100

--1.5

33.2
29.8
34.1
63.9

2

8'.2

8000

9.2
14.9
0.39
4.1
156.6
K,
29.8
0.78
4CFEM
<fa
37.4°
1.APIRP2A, 14 cd.
05
19.1
APIRP2A, 15 cd.
0.8
30.6
··1.5
57.3
Craig (1997)
2
76.4
Canadian Fouodaaon Engmeenng Manual, 3 Edinon (1992).

860
1400
14800
2800
1800
2880
S400
7200

37.4°

2io

APlRP2A, 14 cd.

(comp.)

API RP2A, 15 cd.
Craig (1997)

0.24

K.

"-

1-

2800
3200
6000

•• Estimated reduction of Craig's coefficient to accommodate for medium-den.se sand.

"'

The average tensile and <:ompressive shaft

stIaSe$

were computed with Equation (2..2)

using measured values of ~ (Zhu., 1998) aod 6 (direct shear interface leSt) and e:atth

pressure coefficients K rccommc:oded by various foundatioo. design

soun:cs as outlined in

Table 7.2. Both the maximum and critical state internal friction angles were used within

the computations as was the maximum and constant volume interface friction angles to
represent the pre and post-cyclic states, respectively. The analytical design procedures
followed did not specify a preferred method for detemlination of ;valucs. Following Zhu
(1998), ; values were calculated from triaxial. tests at effective vertical stress levels found
uoocthirdofthepiledepth.

The active, passive and at rest caM pressure states were included in the computations to
provide the fuJI specuwn of possible shaft resistances. lbe active, passive and at rest
earth pressure coefficieuts were theoretically determined using the corresponding 9 value
lakeu at one-third of the model depth to minimize the stress field scaling error, as
described in Section 3.3.2. The earth pressure coefficieuts recommended by API RnA
are for low displacement piles but in some cases wen: greater than the earth pressure
coefficients recommcodcd by the Canadian Foundation Engineering Manual (CFEM.,
1992) for displacement-type piles. demonstrating the wide discrepancies that exist

betwtto various design procedures. Craig (1997) recommeDded a K value of 2 for
displacemcoH}'PC piles in dense sands. The average relative density of the modelling
sand along the embedmeut leugth is about 73%, therefore a reduced K value of 1.5 was
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estimated to acxommodate for the medium-dense state of the sand model. Likewise,
Ireland (1951) also recommended an earth p ~ coefficicot value of 1.5.

The maximum ; aod 6 values would be most repr"eSentative of pile shaft resistances
during the rtrst load cycle given that the pile is sbort. Conversely, the critical state and
constant volume friction angles are included to represent the post<yclic state. Separate
constant volume interface friction angles are included in the computations for the
compressive and tensile loading conditions. Craig (1997)

~eods

an interface

friction angle of 20", which is the average of the measured compressive and tensile 4.values (21· and 19").

AlaWDC~

(1999) recommends 6"" tb - 4· for steel piles and Kraft

(1990; 1991) recommeodsa Ntbofabout 0.1 forsiliccous soils.

Using the maximum friction angles, the computed shaft resistances with recommended K
values ranged fitlm 2600 leN to 8400 leN. By using K equal to 2K., as recommended by
the Canadian Foundation Engineering Manual, a very conservative shaft resistaoce is

computed for either the tensile of co~ive loading direction. Conversely, Craig gave
a very close pmliction of the compn:ssive shaft resistance but overestimated the tensile
resistance. Viewing the expcrimcotal data reveals that my design formulation that does
DOt distinguish between tensile and compressive shaft resistances for displacement-type
piles will encounter significant error. The 1Sib edition of API RnA does exactly this and
yields a safe measure of the tensile resistance but underestimates the measured
compressive shaft resistance by a significant margiIL Alawoeh defines !be earth pressure

"'

coefficient K as a fuoctiOD of both pile diameter and relative density but the values
presented

~

for low displacement piles. Kraft also defines K as a tlmctiOD of relative

density and recommends an earth pressure coefficient of 0.9 for steel displacement.type
piles within sand of equal relative density to the soil model. The 0 values suggested by
Alawneh and Kraft ate greater than the

~

values determined with the direct shear

interface tests. Recalling that the standard direct shear interface tests did

DOt

generate

stresses great enough to produce grain crushing, as was the case during the pile

installatiOD process. therefore the measured values may be conservative since the
interface mcrioD angle is known to increase with

d~ing

mean particle size.

Use of the critical state and constant volume liiction angles to represent the post<ycl.ic
tCSt condition reveals a much diffc:rmt range of predictiOD accuncy. 1be use of constant
volume and critical state frictiOD angles only reduces the anaIytic:al predictiOD by 15 much
15 100/, since the change in friCtiOD angle magnitude was not great for the given test
conditions. Fwthermore, the measured post<ydic shaft resistances reduced by as much
as 61"1", which resulted in some analytical predictions dangerously over predicting the
IDCUUIed value of the post<yclic state. Table 7.3 gives the predicted to measured mtios

of the pile shaft capacities over the three liiction angle states described for chosen
analytical methods.

Poulos and ChaD (1986) stated that the shaft resistance should be expected to degrade to
about SO% of the initial static value. Eigenbrod (1998) observed shaft resistance

"'

Table 7.3

Predicted to measum1 shaft capacity ratios.

Earth Pressure
CoeffideatK
C""I

ti-f-

43.8"

22°

Cyc::le20

;.,·14-

37.4°

21°

(ClOCIlp.)

Q.,(teasioa)
Q.,(comp.) ***Q. (comp.)
PndJM-m .....JM........ PrRdJM_.....
0.44

CFEM
0.62
API RnA. 14 cd. 0.70

API R.P2A. 15

"'-

Craig (1997)

CFEM
API RnA. 14
APIRP2A. 15

4..

4..
19"
(1aI$ioa.)

N/A
NlA
N/A

N/A

1.07

2

1.42

0.91

0.78

1.35

0.51

0.7

N/A

0.46

1

0.8

1.38

1.1

"1..5

2.59

0.52
0.98

2.1

2

3.46

1.30

2.9

1.21
0.78
1.24
2.33
3.10

0.46

0.78
APr RnA 14 ed. 0.5
APl RnA 15 cd. 0.8
.·1.5
Craig (1997)
2
CFEM

37.40

028
0.32
0.36
0.68

"'"'-

Craig (1997)

0.50
0.57

0.80
"1.5

N/A

1.1

N/A

N/A

0.47
0.88
1.17

1.9
2.6

I

Canadian Foundation Engmeenng Manual. 3

Edibon (1992).
Estimated reduction of Craig's coefficient to accommodate for medium-dense sand.

••• Using measured compressive shaft resistance at displacement < 10% pile dia.

degradation as high as 55% whereas the experimental da1a from the cenDifuge model
piles experienced shaft degradation
cycle. The analytical

~

ru::s upwards of 61% from

the first to the 2cP" load

prt:sented are designed to predict lhc initial static value

and oot pennit a cyclic displacemcut evcut such as the test series to occur. Therefore,
comparison of the n:corded loads from load cycle I reveals that only Craig over.predicts

12<>

the initial static value whereas the others give safe or conservative estimates of varying

In Table 7.4 the predictions according to AJawneb and Kraft

~

summarized, based on

recommended 6 and K values applied to Equation (22)., and compared with the measumt
pre-cyclic test data.

Table '.4
..

Shaft capacity prediction and comparison to m~ pre-cyclic test data.
X

6

37.4°
37.4°

~·4°

o.,*"

Q,

Q, tUROD

Q. COlllp

(kN)

PredJMeasared

PredJMnsared

0.90

6200

l.OS

0.67

[1.1]

0.90

4600

0.73

0.50

[1.6]

[] Usmg measured compressive shaft restStanee at displacemeDt < 10% pile dia.

The predictions in Table 7.4 ~ less conservative than the predictions by API and The
Canadian Foundation Engineering Manual. By onJy changing the interface friction angle

from the measured value to . . . 4°, the predictions increase by as mucb as 48% and can
alter an originally conservative estimate to ODe exceeding Ihe

7.2

m~ capacity.

PredlCdOD by CPT

Because the CPT is similar co piles. many attempts were made to estimate pile capacity
with CPT data. Craig (1997) suggests that the average shaft stress j; ::: qc!200 for piles in
sand where

tic is

the average CODe tip resistance over the embedded length of the pile.

Mcyerbof(l983) estimates the average shaft stressj; = O.ooSq.. where q.. is the average
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CPT tip resistance in a zooe 4b above and Ib below the: pile tip. The design prncedun::s to
predict pile sbaR resistance wilh CPT q" data is described in moR: detail in Section 2.1.2.
lo Table 7.5 the shaft resistance predictions using Clilig (1997) and Meyerbof(1983)

methods are compared with the pre-cyclic centrifuge model pile test data.

Table 7.3

Shaft capacity prediction wilh CPT q" compared to pR:-cyclic test data at
prototype scale.

5<""1 SdI~1

(kN)

Pile IS

(C)
Q.

I

(1997)
c"'«

r"'·. . '

IM"""'~1.
(1983) aeuared
C.....

(kN)

(kN)

en

(q

measured

en

(q

Pile 18-3

>300

6700

'900

7100

1.1

0.9 13

1.1

Pile2A Pile2A-3
Pile 28 Pile2S-3

'"00
'800

11700
10400

8000

10900
0700

1.4
1.1

0.7 1.0
0.0 1.7

0.0
0.0

Pile3A Pile3A-3

6300

0300

7500

10800
Average

1.2
1.2

0.8 1.7
0.75 1.65

1.2
1.03

6600

Both Clilig and Meycbof overestimated the shaft resistance in the tensile loading

direction by 20 and 65%, respectively. Clilig was slightly IOOR: conservative than
Meyabof and yielded an aVer.lge predicted to measured ratio of compressive shaft
resistaDce of 0.75, while Meyerbofs methodology was more advantageous and predicted

very accume compressive sbatt resistances that yielded an average pn:dicted to measured
ratio of 1.03. The over prediction of tensile shaft resistances reveals a lack of versatiliry
of the reviewed design procedures. The CPT is a compressive loading test, thus fits wilh
compressive pile loads and does not represent the tensile condition. It should De
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remembered that the stress distribution around the tapered cone tip diffen from the
closed end piles tested. The full displacemenHype piles tested within this modelling
study have revealed tensile shaft resistances much lower- than the

~ive

shaft:

capacity. lbis is not a unique case for many geotechnical modelers aDd resean:bm have
reported such observations for both full and low dispLaccmenHype steel piles.

7.J

Theones and ObservatiollS

The pile models tested were closed end and thto"efore are classed as a full displacementtype pile. The displacement-type pile displaces a significant amount of material during
pile installation and compressive failure. Furthermore, the portion of the total pile
capacity carried by end bearing during compressive loading is significant and appears to
have an influence on the shaft resistaDce. Centrifuge pile model test data revealed this
influence of end bearing on shaft resistance, as presented in Section 6.3. The tensile shaft
resistance is shown to reach the peaIc: resistaDce for the given cycle at a very smaIl
displacement. When the te:oSile load cycle is complete and a COIDptl:SSive load is applied,
the compressive shaft resistance is approximately equal to the tensile capacity until a
compressive displacement of at least 5% of a pile diameter is achieved. At this point the

end bearing is starting to pick up load and carry a significant portion of the toW load,
while the shaft rcsisraocc stays almost constant (Figtm: 7.1). At a certain point while the
end bearing is increasing (in Figtm: 7.1 @ end bea.."ing of 8 kNl, the compcasive shaft
resistance picks up load again and incn:ases to as much as 2 to 3 times of the
com:sponding tensile

~_

At this point a significant amount of compressive
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Relationship between end bearing and shaft resistance (Pile 2A·2, load
cycle 2).

displacement has occurred prior to the increase in shaft resistance, as much as 10'% of a
pile diameter. This deformation is considered to be the point of failure by API RP2A and
Terzaghi. Figures 6.7 and 6.9 reveal the cyclic displacements required for the described
phenomena.

Figure 7.1 reveals the presence of a locked-in end bearing stress. Upon removing the
axial compressive load, the sum of the shaft resistance and end bearing must therefore
equal zero. A residual end bearing load may be seen simultaneously with a negative or
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tensile pile shaft ruistancc (point x) of aboul 0.7 tN. This is tbougbt to be due to the
elastic rebound or resilience of me eud bearing soil. The same resilient behaviour of end
bearing soil has been observed and reported by researchers in the past. The development
of an end bearing induced pressure bulb near the pile toe as described in Section 2.1.1 is
suspected to be responsible ror the increase in shaft resistance at this poinL Significant
compressive displacement is experienced prior to the increase in compressive shaft

resistance, thererore soil dilation at the shear interface resulting in a net increase of shaft
~

is DOt suspected as the influencing factor to cause such behaviour.

Eigcnbrod (1998) investigated tensile and compressive shaft resistances of steel pipe
piles at shallow depth. lbe test series involved pile load reversals 10 full t'ailun: in sand

but with the end bearing rmwved. The pile was jacked into place and once !be pile was at
the design depth a cavity was crcued at the pile toe to eliminate the end bearing and
isolate the shaft resistance. The compressive shaft resistance was somewhat greater than
the tensile capacity, bUI with the absence of active end bearing, the compressive shaft

response shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.9 did not materialize. The compressive shaft
resistance respoodcd much like the tensile rcsistaDce and did

DOl:

iocn:ase further after a

given displacement as in the case or the centrifuge pile models where end bearing

was

mobilized.

After the initial reduction in pile resistance from the first few load cycles. an increase: in
the lotal compn:ssive pile resistaDce was noticed after about the tenth load reversal. This

12'

is thought to be due to particle crushing and material densification at the zone of end
bearing. As shown in Figure 7.2, the end bearing is shown to increase after about the
sixth load reversal and slowly

~

with continuous C)'Cling. Due to the dry soil

conditions and the material's worbbility in this state, material is thought to have
continuously sloughed into the zone of end bearing duriDg tensile displacements.
TherefOR:, compressive loading would repeatedly compress and density this material and

result in an increase in bearing capacity. Fwtbetmore, there is the possibility of sand
particle crushing under the large end bearing stresses that would fun.ber densify the end
bearing sand. Subsequently, the maximum. compressive shaft resistance of each load
C)'Cle follows the same trend as the end bearing whereas the tensile shaft resistance shows
110

such end bearing interxtion. This points to the apparent relation of end bearing to

compressive shaft resistance, that once the pile is installed the magnitude of end bearing
has a direct affect on compressive shaft stress. Observing the load resistance trend of the
compressive shaft resistance taken at a compressive pile displacement less than I()O/, of a
pile diameter further substantiates this claim. During a compressive loading stage and
prior to the activation of end bearing. the compressive shaft resistalXe reaches a steady
value, as shown in Figures 6.7, 6.9 and 6.11, which steadily decreases with increasing
load cycles. The trend is very much like that of the tensile shaft resistance due to the
abscooe ofa 1arJe end bearing load at tbatstageoftbe load cycle.
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Figure 7.2

End bearing and shaft resistance with increasing load cycles (pile 2A- 2).
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1

Conclusions

lbe objective of this study was 10 investigate the mechanisms involved with pile shaft
n::sisWKe in a c:obesionJess soil aDd their response lO cootinuous load reversals. A total of

IS cenrrifuge model tests wen; perfornted at three different scalcs_ Furthermore, to
c;ornpliment the centtifuge modelling study, a total of eight standard direct shear interface
tests were performed. The tests were designed to investigate the following issues:

F~t1y.

to determine the rate and magnitude of shaft resistance degradation with respect to load

reversals. Secondly, assess the influence of pile end bearing on compressive shaft
resistance. 'Thirdly, make qualitative commenu on interface frictional behaviour by

obtaining. quantitative

measuR

of particle aushing and orientatioD at the sand-pilc

interface. Finally, prove the model design performance through leSt repeatability and
modeUing of models.

Axial load tests were pcrfonned on thR:e geometrically similar closed end pipe pile

models_ The

test

regime emphasized the modelling technique tenned modelling of

models, therefore all tbm: pile models of

diffe~t

scales COrTeSpOnded 10 a single

hypothetical full·scale prototype and were rested within centrifugal coDditiocs in

".

aceordaDce with the tbeomically based scaling laws. If models of different scales predict

the same hypothetical prototype. then this will provide a limited validation of the
modelling data between the scales modelled aDd permits a cautious cxtnpolation of
model output to the full·scalc condition.

The application of modelling of models applied 10 the pile test data from this study does

reveal a pattern of model prediction in accordance with the intent of tbe technique. A
single hypothetical fuU·scale prototype was modelled with vcTy close tolerance of pile
end bearing aDd tensile shaft resistance; some variaooc of test data was present for the
compressive shaft resistance phase of testing. Despite the variance of compressive shaft

resi.stanc:e:s between leSt series ofdifferent model scales, uniform rates and magnitudes of
compressive shaft resistance: degradation with cyclic loading was identified. In addition.
the rales and magnitudes of tensile shaft resislaDCe degradation with cyclic loading

between the three models was unifonn with only a :t: 0.75% difference after completion
of40 load reversals. On average. about 38% of the initial tensile shaft resistance was lost
after the first tbRc load cycles, and about IrA in the compressive loading direction.
After the ICOth load cycle. about 90% of the total observed shaft friction degradation bad

oc:c:wred for both loading directions. The observed rates and magnitudes of frictional
degradation are in accordance with model and field srudies

~ttcd by

n:scan:beIs.

The model piles tested were closed eod and therefore model a full displacemcnt.type
prototype pile. Full displacement·typc piles displace a significant amount of material and.
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a large portion of the tola! resistance is due to eod bearing. A continuous record of shaft
and cod bearing resistances, with respect to axial displacement and time, was obtained for

each of the model tests. A distiDct relation between shaft resistaDce and cod bearing was
uncovered. The observed compressive shaft resistances were approximately equal to the
tensile shaft resistances before the cod bearing was mobilized. Beyond this point the
compressive shaft resistance increased to values of two to three times that of tbe

com:spooding tensile capacity. The increase in compressive shaft resi5tanl.:e was
obsr:rved to be proportiooal to the increase in end bearing capacity. Prior to the onset of

influence from the increasing end bearing. compressive displacements were up to 80/, to
10% of a pile diameter. These displacements

~

indicative of a full failure state prior to

the cod bearing related increase of shaft resistance. Therefore, the cba.ngc in compressive
shaft resistance is not due to dilative soil strain at the sand-pile interface but is due to end

bearing and the mobilization of a stress bulb around the (ower extremities of the pile
shaft. Many researchers bave hypothesized the presence of a stress bulb or failure surface

from compressive loading of a displacement-type pile. The bouDdary of the failUf'e;
surface is coasidered to be a function of pile diameter and the material internal angle of
friction and may extend upward around the pile by as much as nine pile diameters. Since
the lengths of the pile models

&Ie

only 7.5 diameters. the effect of the end bearing

iDduced pressure bulb on compressive shaft friction is significanL 1beoretical predictions

of pile performance often do oot diffen:ntiate between the compressive and tensile shaft
resistance. The modelling study has revealed not only a very distinct difference in
capacity but also a differeoce in load transfer mechanisms, due to the cod bearing effects.

n,

Tbm:fore. theormcal design procedures fOl'" displacemeDNype piles that do not
differentiate rensile from compressive shaft resistance will yield overly conservative
compressive capacity predictions if the tensile resistance is DOt to be overestimated.

The modelling soil cbosen fOl'" the study was fine silica sand w;th a mean particle size of

032 mm. The sand particles are bulky in shape and are DOC prone to orientation with
directional shearing. Post-test examination of the model sand bed revealed particle
cn1Shing within the areas of CPT and pile testing. Determination of the interface mction
angle with. a standard d.ma shear interface test did DOl reveal sand particle cn1Shing to
any extent at the interface, although the DOrmal stresses applied did match the e:xpec1ed
normal stresses acting along the pile model shaft. The panicle crushing can then be

anributed to the high end bearing stresses experienced from the pile jacking process and
compra,sive cyclic axial loading.

~fon::.

detcnnination of the interface mction angle

with a standard d.ma shear interface test will yield a conservative value since the
interface merion angle is icDown

10

increase with decn::asing mean particle size.

Conversely, particle crushing may result in a net volumetric compression !hat would lead
to a reduction in the lateral confiniDg stress. This is important as the predictions of shaft

friction are based on both the effective horizontal S!leSS and the tangent of the interface
friction angle. An attempt was made to quantify the degtee of particle crushing wilhin the
soil model. A true measure of particle crushing wu never obtained even though it could
be visually identified.

8.2

Rec:ODlllleDdatiODI

A large portion of the study consisted of design and development of the experimental
equipment. Even though. the test regime was limited, it provided insight into the pile load
transferring mechanisms. The study also gave valuable information on limitations of the
existing design and bow it could be: improved to give additional information

00

pile

behaviour. limitatiom of the current test design have been described. throughout the
previous chapters and include such limitations as the possible boundary effects of more
than one test execution per sand model and instrumentation CTTOr due 10 streSS field

variance, among other possible sources.

lbe test data obtained from this modelling study stIOngJy suggest that an interaction
exists between compressive shaft resistance and end bearing.. Moreover, the compressive
shaft resistance was as much as three times that of the correspoDding tensile resistance.
Some theoretical design procedures do not differentiate between compressive and tensile
shaft resistances, nor do they directly accommodale the end bearing interaction with shaft
resistances. For fuji displacement-type piles, it is abundantly clear that both tbe initial
static and post-cyclic COD1PfUSive shaft resistaDces are much greater than the
correspoodi.ng tensile resistaDc:es. For the given conditions, if the tensile shaft resi.stances

are assumed to be equal 10 the compressive shaft capaciry, a very dangerous
overestimatiOD may result.

IJ2

An end bearing induced pressure bu.lb is thought to be the cause for the differences in
sbaft resistance. In order to substantiate this claim. further lesting is required. The
implementation of a fully instrumented (strain gauged) pile in the

~

configuration

may yield the axial shaft sttes5 profile with depth over the load cycles. Furthermore.

strain gauges could also measure the radial stresses acting on the pile shaft.. A point of
interest would be the portion of the compressive load. cycle when the end bearing is fim
mobilizing aDd the ooset of end bearing influeoce on shaft resistaDce is first initiated. (t is

hypothesized that this would reveal a distioct change in the both comprusive shaft stress
profile and the radial

Sln$$eS

with the propagation of an end bearing induced pressure

bulb.

To fwtber substantiate the influence of end bearing on compressive shaft resistance.
lesting of geometrically similar open ended pile models could be implemented. An open

ended pipe pile jacked Into dry sand, such as the modelling sand of this study. may DOl
plug since the models are relatively soon aDd wide. lftbe pile does

DOt

plug, then it may

be tbought of as a low displaeement...rype pile and may have a proportioDately smaller end

bearing capacity.

[t

is suspected that the end bearing effects would be minimized. The

lower degree of displacement would also influence the tensile shaft resistance but it is
hypothesized that the ratio of tensile to compressive shaft resistaDce would be much
closer to I than for the full displacement-lype pile. To prove fwtber the existence of an

end bearing induced pressure bulb; a more advantageous test design would see the direct
isolation of the shaft capacity by complete elimination oftbe end bearing componenL Not
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~tative

of in-situ conditions. such tests have been carried out on Ig models to

analyze pile shaft interface behaviour but DOl at the: high stress levels within a centrifuge.
The absence of end bearing would completely chaDge the: pile soil intClllCttoo from the:

existing design. but it is believed that with the abscDce of end bearing that the
compn:ssive shaft resistances would be very close to the tensile resistaoccs..

The modelling of models lechnique was applied 10 this srudy with favorable results.
Continuation of this study and

application of the aforementioned modelling

recommendations should be done over a larger SC3Ie range. This would enhance the
confidence of model data extrapolation to the: full-scale prolotype conditiOD if the
modelling of models technique proved successful. Further development of the test
paratDeteIS

could

include investigations in diffem:at sand gradations, mineral

compositions and pile shaft rougbness. Using a rough pile surface will obviously increase
the magnitude of shaft resiswtce and therefore yield a stroo.ger main gauge signal

response from a fully instrumented pile. Furthermore, to

~

the c:onfidence and.

accuracy of the applied instnunentation, addition of. third load cell to measure shaft
resistance: dim:tly is recommeoded. A cylindrical load cell placed beneath the pile bead
to directly measure the shaft resistance would tbet:r. make the procedure of back:

calculating the shaft resistance from the combination of Iota! and end bearing resistances

""undanL

,3<

Having used two

diff~t pile

bead fixities. a significant influeac:e of pile batter On shaft

resistance was observed. Since the loading system and instrumentation was DOt designed
for pile inclination.. the inclined effect was not desired but the compressive sbaft
resistance was observed to increase significantly at smaU pile inclinations. Due to the

load cell design for the ClURnt program.

me

recorded loads

are

suspect but do nlise

questions on the effects of pile batter on shaft resistances. With proper model design,

further evaluation of pile shaft resistance of a siDgie battered pipe pile may be an area for

future modelling sfUdies.

It is suggested that a research program be cooducted to examine the end bearing influence
on compressive sbait resistance. The effects ofpile displaccment-type on sbait resistance,
once revealed could refine the common theoretical design procedures.

'"
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